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A PERFECT SUPPLY

CURRENT

OF

TO THE VALVES
is essential for the efficient operation of any Radio

Set,

whether it be used in Entertainment in the home-protection
of life at sea-in the performance of the most delicate
research.
Because the famous Diamond Grid is designed
along the lines of Steel Lattice Bridge Construction, and
the active material is formed under the most modern
scientific practice

PHIL.,.-,!tC

77

accumulators

offer the greatest inducement to purchase.

The Sol, Distributor, are

New System Telephones Pty. Ltd.
'

250 Ca7TL[11[>O14 CT.
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M

3730

7577 OUtCN nR106L Sr.
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Construction
of

" B" Batteries
s
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Accumulators

192.5.
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SATISFACTION

Y

CERTAIN

15

WITH UNITED DISTRIBUTORS PRODUCTS
.(f

-

"PICO" HEAD -PHONES
Strong, light, durable, fully guarantee, give you the programmes
at their best .. .. .. .. 25/ -

SIGNAL AUDIO FREQUENCY

UNITED HOME ASSEMBLY

TRANSFORMER.

SETS
One to five valves, ran be put
a screwdriver and
with
together
a pair of pliers. Prices F to ii
guineas.
New circuit now available.

Made in Australia, us good
most expensive imported

as

the

21/-

:""-

1,1

THE "MUSIC

MASTER"

The de luxe Loud
Speaker. Has an am-

plifying bell of
sonant wood

.

reP12

"RELIANCE" LOW
LOSS CONDEN
SEES.
Moat accurate and

thoroughly reliable.
All capacities, plain
and vernier.

BATTERIES.

UNITED

Made by

the Clyde

Engineering
Co.,
Announce
Ltd.
mente later.
-

"SIGNAL"

IABLE

VAR-

CONDEN-

SERS.
and
volassured.
All
capacities, plain and

Distance
ume

7F`

"ATLAS"

LOUD
SPEAKERS.

The "Musician of
the Air," clear, mellow, true . 27/10/-

vernier.

05 ...LA

4.'0

G

'A``:'a

yl.:

UN. ITED

CRYSTALS

Australia. Price 1/3.

Galena, Midite, HartMade and tested in
site, Pyrites, Claritone. Zincite.
Mounted .. .. 1/9

UNITED COILS
Guaranteed, correct,
True in
efficient.
Prices,
ductaucea.
2/- upwards, mount
ed and unmounted.

STATIC LIGHTNING ARRESTOR.

2/6
Required

QUICKHEAT
GRID LEAKS.
different capacities,
.00,000 to
10,000.
j meg. to
s mee. Accurate.
13

by

Underwrlterr.

the

Table
Talker.
Strong and distinct, as mellow
in tone as an
old violin

Signal Grid
Condenser.
All
Guaranteed.
capacities.
1/6.

SIGNAL DIALS
Beat grade bushings,

absolutely true. lnlo'd with fast white
enamel.

fitl =
I. 11
;

De Luxe Coll
Panel S Coupling
Plug.
Genuine Bakelite.
True connections.
Perfect fit. Easy

Signal Push and
Pull Power
Transformers.
£3/S/0 the pair.

Echo Loud
Speaker.
Strong and clear.

Special
e n d

tion

ndjuatment. 3/6.

£4115/0

Your dealer can supply you at these prices.

shape

construc-

.. £4/15/0

Above are only a few of the guaranteed products of

United Distributors Limited
WHOLESALE ONLY

72

Clarence Street,
Sydney.

Street,
Melbourne.

592 Rourke

27

Chesser

Street.

Adelaide.

647

Hay
Street,
Perth.

ó

al-rcG.'.._-.c

,é._

Brandee

y'

LEMA

Or

Jervois Quay

Harris Street,
Wellington.
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w""DKA

GET

DIRECT

You have heard

this American Station " REBROADCAST " from 2BL.
Why not hear him direct by building yourself a LOW LOSS SET from

" VOLMAX PARTS

77

AS DIRECTED

AND RESULTS

ARE GUARANTEE
US,
D
The KDKA

IOW [055

C cuJ

WAVE
LENGTH
RANGE

DETECTOR
AND
1 STAGE
AUDIO

45 to 120

METRES

i

A

+ -6 +
2 Valve Set.

PARTS REQUIRED:
1 Fixed Condenser
..
..
3/Panel Bakelite, 6 x 15 x 1/8 .. 6/9
4 Lengths Buswire, 3d. ..
1/1 New York Vernier Condenser
1 Audio Transformer, 10 to 1
32/6
39/6
2 Small Dials, 2/- .. .. ..
alb. 14 gauge Cottonenamel wire 1/9
.. .. ..
1 Large Dial ..
2/3
ilb. 16 gauge Cottonenamel Wire 11d
6 /1 Valve, DIV. for Detector .
15/2 Porcelain Sockets, 3/22/6
27,/G
1 Valve BII. for Amplifier
2 Bradleystats, 13/9 .. ..
2d.
3/yard Rubber Flex .. .. ..
1 Grid Condenser .. ..
4/6
1 Double Jack .. .. .. .
Total .. ..
.. £8 16 11
3/7
1 Single Jack ..
3/ 1 Set of Engraved Terminals
"COTTONENAMEL"
THE NEW LOW LOSS WIRE
12 gauge, 3/3; 14 gauge, 3/6; 16 gauge, 3/6 per lb.
NEW YORK LOW LOSS' CONDENSERS, Plain 30/-; Vernier, 39/6
PORCELAIN SOCKETS 3/- and 4/9
1

.
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.

.
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.
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ireless
12-16 REGENT

STREET. SYDNEY, AUSTRALIA.
'Phones: Redfern 964 and 930.

Official Organ of the New South Wales Division of the Wireless Instituto of Australia. with which arc incorporated the
Affiliated Radio Societies and the Australian Radio Relay

League.

Editor: A. W. Watt-The Editor will be glad to consider
Technical and Topical %rticles of interest to Australian Experimenters. All Manuscripts and Illustrations are sent at
the author's risk, and although the greatest care will be
taken to return unsuitable matter (if accompanied by
stamps), the Editor cannot accept responsibility for its safe
return.
Subscription Rates.-Twelve months (52 issues), 13/-.
poet free. Six months (26 issues), 6/ti, post free. Single
Copies 3d. each, or post free 4d.
Questions and Answers Department.-Except in the case
of subscribers, all Technical Questions, or those entailing
research work or drawings, must be accompanied by :, postal
note or stamps to the value of 1/.
Adverticing.-Adrertiaing Rates may be had on applicn
lion to the Advertising Manager.
Copy must be in the
hands of the Editor by the Friday preceding each issue. If
ropy is not received in time, the previous week's advertisement will be repeated.
All accounts should be made payable to Publicity Press
Ltd.. 12/36 Regent Street. Sydney.
Agents in Great Britain.-The Colonial Technical Press
Ltd., Dudley House, Southampton Street. Strand, W.C. 2...
0
"Wireless Weekly" is fully protected by copyright, and
nothing that appears in it may be reprinted, wholly or in
part, without special permission. The use of our articles or
quotations from them for any purpose whatsoever is never
authorised.
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EbítoriRl
THOSE who really have the experimental cause at
heart will welcome the announcement on the
Wireless Institute pages elsewhere in this issue.
At last something seems to be moving, and this paper
welcomes the revival of interest in this subject,
which constitutes one of the most important things
associated with the Institute and with experimenters
generally. Its real significance, unfortunately, does
not seem to be appreciated by most transmitters, and
previous attempts to organise the League and to start
it functioning have been defeated by one thing only
-apathy. The fact that three or four efforts have
already met with failure, however, does not show
that there is no place for the League, or that it is
unwanted, but merely that the organisers have failed
to impress upon amateurs the true significance of the
Provided it wore
League and what it stands for.
generally supported it would become one of the most
important protective and progressive amateur organBut the support must come, not from
isations.
N.S.W. alone, but from every State in the Commonwealth, and from every experimental transmitter. It
has been argued that the relaying of messages is not
experimeutim but in reply to that it might be
stated that if the sole purpose of the League was to
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QSR traffic, then its existence would not be justified.
There is much more valuable work which could, with
benefit, be handled by a properly organised and ac-

tive union of amateur transmitters.
In the first place, we want a chain of amateur
stations through which an urgent message may be
passed from one side of Australia to the other at
any time-day or night. That is the first objective.
We have already been afforded several striking illustratione of the value to the American community of
the American Radio Relay League, and in this issue
appears an account of how a member kept a daily
paper supplied with news by wireless when the telegraph lines were out of action. The American Government have publicly recognised the League and
paid several tributes to its efficiency and value.
Solely due to their organisation and unity, the
American experimenters have been able to elevate
their status immensely. Through co-operation they
have carried out experiments which, under the auspices of the League, have yielded far better results
and proved of more benefit to amateurs generally
than would have been the ease under other circumstances.
The American League has the whole o' the
l'uited States at its finger-tips, and it requires no
fertile imagination to picture the enormous value
this is to the Government should they call upon the
League for its services. Over there, they have something like sixteen thousand members against our
possible three or four hundred: But even with that
number we could make our Australian Radio Relay
League just as efficient and just as useful.
\ittl this important point must not be overlooked: With a fully organised League and with
every transmitter a member, the transmitters ,would
have a representative body which would be a powerful factor, not only with the Government, but with
the public. There is no room for Interstate or individual jealousy in this matter. The Australian
Radio Relay League is a body of which every experimental transmitter should become a member. The
time for the establishment of the League is here and
now: in our awn intrests we cannot afford to postpone it any further.
THE palm this week undoubtedly goes to 20Q,
Barlow. Armidale, N.S.W., as the first Australian to work America on one five watt tube. It
seems almost incredible, but it is upon record that
three Americans were actually worked with this extraordinarily small power. Needless to say, the efficiency of his station must have been got down to a
fine art to enable these results to have been achieved
by 2GQ, and all experimenters will congratulate him
in having put up an entirely new and unbeaten record for Australian transmitters.
Congratulations, 2GQ!
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Australian Radio Relay League.
The Australian Radio Relay League is a
movement which is of great interest to all experimenters, particularly to the transmitting section,
therefore it is necessary that enthusiastic experimenters should assist this movement to their full
extent.
The work of the Australian Radio Relay
League is unlimited and will be of great benefit
to all.
Nothing will help the experimental movement so much as such a body, as every experimental section is catered for.
Under proper organisation the D.X. Ham has a much better opportunity of carrying out useful long distance
work with a far greater number to hear his transmissions, as a certain time will be set apart for
relay work when D.X. Hams will specially endeavour to receive signals from distant stations being
sure that these signals are transmitted.
The success or failure of such a movement depends entirely upon the co-operation of experimenters in this direction. Valuable experimental
research can be carried out, as relay work will not
necessarily consist of sending and receiving messages, but certain technical data will be thus available to the benefit of the transmitter and receiver while transmission is being conducted, and
much should thus be gained which cannot be so if
merely individual test is made.
Every transmitter willing to co-operate with
this movement should at once get in touch with
the Honorary Secretary, New South Wales Division of the Wireless Institute of Australia, Box
3120, G.P.O., Sydney. A practical start has been
made, and if others co-operate the movement will
be a huge success. Great work has already been
done by the Australian experimenter, and greater
work is to be done by him in future, so see if we
cannot all pull together and show other countries
what Australian experimenters are capable of
doing.
Concerning this Radio League business.
It
might be said, "What is the use of stirring into
life something which has died three or four
times?"
But don't forget sooner or later the
League will go ahead by leaps and bounds, and

O

\ten

a
R(50

and The A`
it is due to the hard work put in by Messrs. W. J.
Robinson and P. Spencer Nolan and others that the
track has been blazed even as far as it has gone

up to date.

The genuine experimenter will appreciate the
seriousness and importance of such a scheme as
the Australian Radio Relay League. It has a national significance which cannot be estimated, but
future results will show that the aims of a few
with grand ideas and great ideals for this country
were more than justified. To run a Relay League
successfully means individual work for every operator concerned. This work may at times be tedious; but, then, don't we sometimes get tired of
eating our meals, even?
We must look at it from a different angle to
that in which we look at most concerns. It is not
what we are going to get out of the League that
is going to count, but what we are prepared to put
into the League that is of paramount importance.
The reward of the present generation is satisfaction in paving the way for posterity, and although
danger might not encroach on our shores for many
years, yet who can say that there will not be a
war within the next six months? It is during such
a time of stress the League will count, and in
times of peace we must prepare.
Mr. Malone expects us to prove that the
League can be a success, and instead of chopping
us off short with the words, "You shall not have
a League," he has used his discretion very wisely
and left it to us to prove or disprove our ideals
in this connection. Delay is dangerous; action is
vital. Consider carefully; act immediately.
PHIL. RENSHAW,

Hon., Sec.

QRM.

2BF has been silent lately.

It

is rumoured

that his mast collapsed in the recent gales.
2DS has brought back a collection of string
and butts from 3rd district. On show at 2DS.
Our "Insulator" has been recovered. He was
not so far away, after all.
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Hecker, of Temora, is getting an eye full of
the Sydney experimental stations.
lisa anybody heard the modulation from 2ZG's
new microphone?
The Wyles of Broadcasters' are far-reaching.
Wiles' Wonderful Wireless.
2JR is watching the short wave development,
and has his own ideas how it should go on.
2HM is still in the clouds. Every other Ham
is lower down.
4AN is the only live transmitter in Queensland. Cheerio.
The only State that matters in the Commonwealth is Victoria.
Vide Citizens' Consolidated
Radio Call Book of America.
London Broadcasting has nothing out of Syd
ney. Latest files to hand show that listeners -in
in London complain about the quality of the programme. We never hear any complaints in Sydney.
J. W. Robinson, 2RN. He's now in Sydney
Returning to Bananaland next week. We wonder
what his four will be.
Publicity Officer will in future conduct this
column. He has returned from holidays very refreshed. Look out for good stuff next week.
Waverley Club is holding -high revel on the
24th.
Don't go unless you have an invitation.
It
is u very exclusive club. Howell we manage it.
Has everybody forgotten KGL? A gum -drop
is the prize being offered to the first station reported hearing him by 2CM. Marshmallow's in
Radio.
Have you ever seen the leaning tower of
Pisa?
If not, a very good substitute is 2GM's
new mast.
Most Broadcast listeners are suffering from

Kdkaitis.

PUBLICITY OFFICE.

Round the Clubs
The asterisk denotes clubs

less

affiliated with the WireInstitute of Australia (N..S.W. Division).

STRATHFIELD AND DISTRICT RADIO CLUB '
Editor's Note.-Ile regret that this report was inodrertendy held over from last week.]

The weekly meeting of the above Club was held
at the club rooms, corner Albert Road and Duke
Street, South Strathfield, on Monday evening, 2nd

inst.
The attendance was very good indeed and indicated the increasing interest of members in the
club's activities. Our friend and radio bug has
also been very busy of late in this locality and as
a result two new prospective members came along
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to see if they could find anything to interest them
at the club, and one old member of the now -active
variety turned up and promised to repair the error
of his radio ways in future.
A very interesting
evening's entertainment
was provided by our President, Mr. A. F. Jacob,
who brought along his home-made 'high -loss' short
wave receiver to try out on the club's aerial, and
to demonstrate how cheaply a really efficient compact, and easily portable receiver can be constructed.
The circuit used consisted of the ordinary tri-coil detector and one step audio with un tuned aerial employing home-made coils wound on
the low loss principle, and two dull emitter valves.
No special low loss apparatus other than the coils
was used.
The panel at one stage of its career
was a board from a packing case, condenser hand
capacity effect was eliminated by using the bottom
of a preserved fruit tin as a screen, and the condenser itself was of the very ordinary type with
additional vernier plate.
Considerable ingenuity was displayed in the
design and construction of the tuner, and considering the inferior materials used the appearance
To
of the finished article was very satisfactory.
demonstrate its efficiency Mr. T. Harris took
charge of its operation, and succeeded in getting
N.Z. amateur stations at such strength that they
were readable some distance from a loud speaker,
and with 3 sets of phones connected up at once
6BUR, an American amateur transmitter was easily
readable. The demonstration was a convincing object lesson on the "High Loss" theory, as well as
showing the remarkable efficiency of present day
low power short wave transmissions.
Morse practice and the usual general discyssion terminated the proceedings.
Practical demonstrations will be a regular
feature of this club's activities in future, and from
time to time lectures on the theory of various
Correspieces of apparatus will be arranged.
pondence addressed to the Hon. Sec., Mr. K. Campbell, 44 Bayard St., Mortlake, will receive prompt

attention.
STRATHFIELD AND DISTRICT RADIO
CLUB
The weekly meeting of the above Club was
held at the club rooms, corner Albert Road and
Duke Street, Strathfield, on Monday evening, 9th
inst.
The meeting was very well attended and
The first busithe proceedings very interesting.
ness of the evening was the 'admission of two new
members after which some time was taken up in
a healthy discussion on the merits and demerits
(Continued on page 7)
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HAVE YOU EVER NOTICED

That when you have invited your friends round to hear your set, you have
found the plates of your Variable Condensers short circuited, or in other
words, the Rotary Plates are touching the Stator Plates. You can overcome all this trouble and enjoy sweet music by using

Walnart Variable Condensers
BOTH PLAIN AND VERNIER

MADE IN ALL CAPACITIES

Have you entered
for this competition
yet

-

?

If

i

not

DO IT NOW !
i

Buy a pair of

r

TOWER'S
SCIENTIFIC
PERFECT TONE MATCHED

HEADPHONES

TeteS
I...

25/ AND HAVE A CHANCE OF
WINNING THE VALUABLE
PRIZES ADVERTISED IN
LAST WEEK'S ISSUE.
On Sale by

David Jones Ltd.
W. Harry Wiles.
Murdoch's, in Park St., Ltd.
Swains Ltd., Pitt St.
Sirius Electric and Radio Co., Macquarie Place.
N.S.W. Radio & Electrical Co., Macquarie
Place.

Wholesale
Only

P.

H.

Radio & Electrical Supply Co., Pitt St.
Jack Rapkin, George St. West.
The Wireless Co. of Newcastle, 59 Hunter
St., Newcastle.
Orange Electrical Co., Orange.
Frank May, Nowra.
H. J. Spencer, Tamworth.

CLARK LTD.

38-44 CARRINGTON

Phone: City 8469
Box 914, G.P.O.

ST.. SYDNEY

Our Agents in other States:
VICTORIA: W. N. Bartholomew, 380/382 Flinders Lane, Melbourne.
QUEENSLAND: Colin Campbell, "City" Buildings, Edward St., Brisbane.
SOUTH AUSTRALIA: Cedric Wright & Co., "Hayward" Buildings, Charles St., Adelaide.

i

ACME

WALNART

HILCO
.11=1,0411.11.4

LINCOLN LOOPS, Etc.

1

i
Is
I

II
I
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We've Moved

a

to bigger and more convenient premises

carry.s.

We're at 231 Clarence Street now, all settled, thank goodness!
New premises, big new stocks,
ready to do bigger business than ever, founded, of course, on the reputation of the wonderful
Ormond Condenser, Brunet Equipment, and other leading lines we

ORMOND

CONDENSERS

ARE NOW OBTAINABLE AT REDUCED PRICES

Ormond Condensers are English
There
made, and are variable.
is NOTHING better, and the
Ormond special features make an
invincible appeal to keen enthus-

PRICES:
PLAIN
With Knob and Dial

9/-

iasts.

As shown in the illustration, this
Condenser has a separate nut or
wiring terminal to facilitate wiring, avoiding wiring to the
frame nuts.
It offers utmost simplicity in use, because it
necessitates only a one hole

o mounting.
No chance of the Ormond plates
warping, because they're sturdy
aluminium.
Moreover, they can
be adjusted easily and instantly by
a simple turn of a key, each Ormond Condenser being provided
with a special adjusting attachment.

.0003

.00075

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

10/10/6
12/6
IR/6

VERNIER
With Knob and Dial
.00025

..

.. .. .. ..

DUO ANODE, .00025

11/6
12/6
13/6
17/20/6

Everyone Can Enjoy the Evening's Program with a

RUNET

c

LOUD
SPEAKE

32/6

Why confine Radio enjoyment to yourself or one member of the household only?
"Everyone" can listen in and enjoy the music, the singing, and the other features that make Wireless
the supreme pleasure, if you instal a BRUNET BABY LOUD SPEAKER.
It is complete-adjusted to your crystal or valve set with no more trouble than a pair of earphones.
This Speaker gives volume and clarity-and DOESN'T give metallic noise that is so irritating.
It has adjustable diaphragm and sells at the astonishing low price of 32/6.

CORBETT, DERHAM & CO. PTY.

LTD.

CLARENCE STREET, SYDNEY
MELBOURNE, SYDNEY, BRISBANE, ADELAIDE, LONDON, NEW YORK, CHICAGO.
REPRESENTATIVE FOR QUEENSLAND: WALTER F. DENBY, 80 EAGLE ST, BRISBANE
231
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(Continued from page 4.)
of the suggested scheme for clubs taking an active
part in experimental research work as outlined
briefly at last Delegates' Council Meeting of the

Wireless Institute.
Opinion seemed very much divided on the subject, and our Delegate's instructions regarding the
attitude he is to take up at next meeting of the
However,
council are by no means too definite.
it is to be hoped that some definite scheme can
be formulated by the Delegates' Council, in keeping
with the desires of members of affiliated Clubs
whereby the Clubs can enter in a competitive spirit
in some general scheme of experimental research work.
There is plenty to be done anI
the average club should be in a position to find
a few experimenters willing to work in their club's

interests.

The remainder of the evening was taken up
with a short lecture on the Construction and operation of efficient Crystal receivers, illustrated with
apparatus by Mr. P. H. Turner -Makin, and thr
exhibition of a low loss tuner by Mr. Allen Smith,
which was satisfactorily tested on the Club's aerial
Morse practice for beginners and an -interesting
discussion of technical points by the more advanced
members completed the proceedings.
Regarding the "high loss" set exhibited by
Mr. A. F. Jacob at the last meeting, he reports
having received KDKA very strongly, and several
low power American Amateur stations at readable
strength on this set, during the week on his own
aerial.
These facts are vouched for by experimenters who were his guests at the time and who
were able to read the Morse signals received. Considering the remarkably cheap and apparently inefficient materials of which the set is constructed,
it certainly gives remarkable results and convincing proof of the wonderful efficiency of short
wave low power transmission.
Correspondence regarding club's activities addressed to K. Campbell, Hon. Sec., 44 Bayard
Street, Mortlake, will receive prompt attention.

SPECIAL NOTICE.
On account of presure of space, the Information Column had to be omitted this week.

RAILWAY AND TRAMWAY RADIO

ASSOCIATION.
[Editor's Note-We regret that this report was Inadvertently held over from last week.]
The Railway and Tramway Radio Association
is making steady progress.
1924 was a very successful year, many new members joining up.
It

is the committee's aim to make 1925 even more
suceessf uL
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A juvenile section of the Association is being
formed and it is hoped that many young people
will gain the full benefits of lectures which are being arranged for their benefit. At the last meeting it was decided to instal a low -loss receiver and
this should be in working order for next meeting.
A buzzer class has been formed and all members are enthusiastically practicing the Morse

Code.

It is hoped that early this year the Club's
transmitter will be in operation, when some very
interesting experiments will be carried out.
Under arrangements made by the Wireless Institute of Australia, Club Delegates' Council Lecture
Committee some very interesting and instructive
These lectures were
lectures have been given.
very much appreciated by the members.
Arrangements are being made for more of
these lectures to be given.
Enquiries regarding the Association's activities will be welcomed by the Hon. Secretary, Mr.
W.. L. Carter, 129 Phillip St., Sydney.
C. H CLARK, Publicity Officer.
BRIGHTON SECTION OF THE WIRELESS
INSTITUTE OF AUSTRALIA
A most enjoyable evening Was experienced by
members of the above club last Thursday evening at a smoke night, tendered to the President
of the club, Major R. P. Whalley, who on the 11th
of February, is to be married to Miss Lr Elleson,
a lady member of the club. Mr. Parker was asked,
on behalf of the club members to make a presentation of a dainty tea set, to Major Whalley and
Miss Elleson to mark their esteem on this memorable occasion.
A lecture was also given by the Hon. Secretary and the Hon. Assistant Secretary, Mr. Kerr
and Mr. Muir, the subject beipg aerials and their
erection, the lecture was illustrated by means of a
lantern and slides. This novel method of illustrating lectures was warmly appreciated by members.
who passed a hearty vote of thanks to the lecturers at the termination of the lecture.
Last Thursday's meeting also marked the last
meeting in the old club -rooms which were in the
Wilson Recreation Hall, Middle Crescent, North
All future meetings of the club are
Brighton.
to be held in the new club rooms situated in the
Higinbothan Hall, at the Brighton Library Build (Continued on page 41, column 2)
FOR SALE: Two stage audio _amplifier in polished
maple cabinet, complete with Marconi R valves
with plug and jacks to use Detector, 1st stage
Will sell for
audio and 2nd stage audio.
half price for quick sale-i7/15/-.
Charles
Walker, Clifton; Queensland.
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WITH OUR READERS

To the Editor.

Dear Air, --Amidst all this orgy of reception of
KDKA, I beg to report something different. This
station was first picked up on my single tube Reinartz
on 24/1/25, and has been heard practically every
night since then.
However, here's the rub. Since the 28/1/25 1
base been able to log him without aerial or earth.
Using this arrangement his carrier is quite strong,
music is ilisrinat, and the announcement, "KDKA
here," is at all times audible. I might mention that
the aerial is earthed during this reception, so everything is O.K. in that direction.
The reception of amateurs without aerial or
earth is becoming a regular thing here. My DX list
for this type of reception now stands as follows:N.S.W.-2GQ, 2HM, 2RJ, 2C8, 2CR.
Vic.-3AP, 3BD, 30T, 3BM, 3TM, 3JH, 3JH, 3BQ,
3LM, 3BP, 3110, 3EM.

Qld.-4AN.

S.A.-5L0, 5B0.
N.Z.-1AA, 1%0, 2AC, 2AP, 2RA, 4AA, 4AG, 4%K.
U.S.A.-6AWT, KDKA.
Thanks very much for the Yank QRA'a o.m. It
was almost impossible to get them before.
With regard to the several modifications of my
Reinartz receiver, I do not desire to publish these
at the present time, but should any genuine ham
desire to know them, I will be pleased to inform him
either personally or by letter.
73's,
LAWRENCE E. DEANE,
Radio A-1863.
To the Editor, "Wireless Weekly."
Dear Sir,-During the past few days, and while
we have been engaged on KDKA, I notice the appearance of several letters in the press front various
people stating that their reception of the American
station was affected when using a loop aerial, while
some elaint that the signals were unaffected by the
disconnection of aerial and earth leads.
These results are perfectly natural, and do not,
as suggested, form a world's record.
It must be remembered that with all short wave
receivers the aerial is aperiodie, the coupling or
transfer of energy to the tuned circuit being made
by a few turns of wire in series between the aerial
and earth; consequently, if the aerial is earthed or
left free, there is sufficient coupling to transfer
energy. This is even the ease though the receiver
be moved to env part of the room. When, however,

the apparatus is removed altogether from the influence of the aerial, the signals will cease altogether.
It was my experience when using a loop on KGO
that the signals were strong when the loop was
within the influence of the aerial, but they became
very much weaker when the apparatus was removed
to a remote spot.
The foregoing remarks are based OR the results
of my experiments, and may prove of interest to

your renders.-Yours truly,
1YMOND ALLSOP,
Radio Engineer,
New System Telephone Pty., Ltd.
Radio Station 2Y0, Byron Street, Raadwiek.
R

.

e

r

To the Editor, "Wireless Weekly."
Sir,-Just a line to let you know that interest
in wireless matters is growing apace up here. The

value, help, and instruction gained from your paper
has contributed largely to the success of local enthusiasts. A radio club-the Dubbo Radio Clubwas formed last October, and we have now some 30
odd members. One of the objects of the club is the
making of a 5 -valve set with loud speaker for use
for the educational session if re.cournrenced, for the
hospital patients from time to time, and for the
club and townspeople generally. The case and panel
we have completed, and subscriptions are being obtained locally for the parts.
An item in your paper a short time ago asked
for long distance crystal reception results. Farmer's
(Sydney) roneerts have been heard throughout plainly on a single slide sot using home-made variable
condenser (brass foil inside and outside a glass lamp
chimney) and Q.S.A. crystal. The home-made condenser has been replaced by a 23 plate variable, with
the sume results. This does not seem to be "freak"
reception, as six or seven similar Bets were made
by boys here and good results achieved, given a good
aerial and a good night. Since then, however, valves
have been added as the "bug" bit deeper, and the
P1 and ST100 are most used now. A suggestion I
would like to make is to publish a list of the letters
such as QRM, QSA, 2SL, etc., with their meanings,
as several juniors (and seniors) are a little puzzled
by some of them.
i have a 2 -valve ST100 set, made to the circuit
given in "Wirelesss Weekly" of November 28th.
I am using the alternative circuit, with only 30 volts
on the plate and the negative of the B battery to
(Continued on page 28)
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RADIOELECTRIC

CRYSTAL VALVE

SETS
k

EFFICIENT LOUD

SPEAKER

RECEPTION.

Perfectly designed and manufactured, these sets are
compact, strong, easy to adjust and operate, and will
give excellent results at all times.
COMPRISINGPanel Mounted Crystal Receiver, Tapped in Tens and Units,

with Adjustable Crystal Detector.

Valve Panel Mounted Amplifier with Jefferson Transformers. V.T. Sockets for Dry Cell Valves, and Filament
Control.
2

Q6

-

O

SINGLE -VALVE AMPLIFIERS

-O

£ 2 10 0

RADIOELECTRIC
Wireless
Suppliers

MARTIN PLACE
(right opp. G.P.O.)

10

Wireless
EnlCineer

SYDNEY
Tel. B 2666

i

i
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STATIC
By E. Joseph.

THE greatest hindrance to the effective use of
radio, the cause of most of the complaints
levelled at broadcasting, the factor least understood, and therefore most difficult to deal with
in any radio telegraph or telephone system, is the
effect of atmospheric electrical conditions, generally known as "Static."
The vague ideas and the strange opinions held
concerning it call for some measure of explanaAn opinion which seems to be general is
tion.
that a static -causing condition existing anywhere
on the straight line between the transmitting station and a receiving one, even though such condition exists several hundred miles from either station, causes defective reception, although the local
If the conditions exconditions may be perfect.
isting midway or thereabouts had this effect it
would necessarily follow that interference would
be so bad between stations that it would be almost
impossible for transmissions and receptions to be
carried out at the same time if the lines of tranmission cross each other.
This is not the case.
The conditions existing
at any place or point on the line of transmission
which, by the way, is usually, although not necessarily, always a straight line, do not adversely affect a receiver unless such conditions exist in the
For example, 3L0 may
locality of the receiver.
transmit during a violent thunderstorm over Melbourne, but reception in Sydney from 3L0 may he
It is only the conditions in the vicinperfect.
Static
ity of the receiving aerial which matter.
may be divided into four main classes: (1) direct
intantaneous effects caused by a charged cloud
sudAenl'y discharging itself to earth via the aerial
. lightning discharge for example; (2) inductive discharges when a lightning flash either from
cloud to earth or between two clouds at some distance from the receiver, is powerful enough to induce a charge in the aerial.
This is exactly the
same as the effects on each other of two coupled
circuits; (3) conditions existing on what is apparently a calm and perfect night, usually when
is, when the atmosphere
the dew point is low
This causes
is dry and a gentle breeze blowing.
the air to become charged by friction between the
The charged air passing the aerial
molecules.
gives up its charge to it and the charge leaks to
earth causing more or less damped train of waves

-

that

in the aerial circuit.
The aerial thus behavea
in a somewhat similar manner to that which it is
assumed an ordinary lightning- conductor does; (4)
a condition of charged rain -drops impinging on
the aerial during their fall and giving up their
charge to it in a way similar to that explained
in No. 3.
These four conditions are fairly easy to distinguish.
The first is of course unmistakable,
and may do serious damage to the aerial or its
supports and to the set and perhaps-although
there appears to be no record of such an occurrence-lo the operator. It is not proposed to describe any methods of protecting the apparatus
against disaster from this cause, as the subject
has been and is still being dealt with at some
length and with some acrimony in the correspondence columns of this journal.
The second class causes crashes to be heard
at intervals and usually occurs during a storm at

short distance from the receiver. If the disturbance is near enough for the lightning flashes to
be seen, it is noticeable that at the instant of the
flash, a crash is heard in the phones and a few seconds later the thunder is heard outside the phones.
This really means that two claps of thunder are
heard, the first transmitted electrically (by radio) and the second a sound transmission through
a

the air.
The third class is weaker, but frequently most
troublesome because an almost, or sometimes quite,
continuous crackling is heard.
This is prevalent
to a greater or lesser extent throughout the year
and is usually worse in hilly country.
It is not
generally known that the air is always charged
The
and that its potential rises with the height.
normal difference of potential between the air at
ground level and that at say a height of only
5 feet (in the space near one's head) is several
thousand volts! The layers of air must therefore
be carrying a charge like the plates of a condenser and any alteration of the height, that is' of
the distance between the plates, must caúse alterIs it not generally realations in the potential.
ised that a condenser with say 1/4in. between its
plates and charged to say 100 volts becomes
charged to a much higher pressure if the top plate
is insulated and then lifted further away from the
This is quite clear if we remembottom plate?
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ter that a condenser stores up energy in its charge.
The amount of energy depends upon the capacity
and upon the charging pressure. If then I store
up a given amount of energy and then reduce the
capacity by increasing spacing of the plates, the
pressure must rise, because the amount of energy
is not reduced. Therefore, as a layer of air rises,
its potential rises also, and if it moves up into a
position where its potential becomes greater than
is normal for that height, it will give up some of
If
its charge at the first available opportunity.
this opportunity occurs when it passes an aerial
we get the crackling sound.
The fourth condition gives effects which may
occupy any position between those due to 2 and 3,
Quite big sparks may
or may combine them
sometimes be drawn off an aerial during a rainstorm.
I have noticed sparks two inches long
lumping an opened earthing switch at intervals
of a few minutes and know of at least two cases
where persons have experienced severe shock on
touching the lead in from an aerial which has
There is, by the way, anbeen left insulated.
other erroneous belief regarding "static."
It is
that reception at some wavelengths is more susceptible to it than at others.
This is really incorrect, although observations on any aerial would
lead one to assume that it is correct.
An aerial appears to be more susceptible to
static interference when tuned to a wavelength
near its fundamental (or natural) wavelength rr
any harmonic or sub -harmonic of it.
"Static"
has no wavelength.
Even when due to an oscillatory discharge-and most lightning flashes are oscillatory-the damping is so great that resonant
effects are barely noticeable.
Briefly, their resonance curves are very flat.
I am sorry I am
not able to couch this in language which would
be more easily understood by the very large number of beginners in radio.
To them decrements
are unknown quantities because they have no opportunity of listening to anything except undamped
waves which have no decrement.
The "old timers" who for years had nothing but spark stations
to "tune in" will perhaps understand it. The regret
just expressed in on account of my readers and I
also regret on my own behalf also this time. that
I am unable to explain how "static" may be eliminated. I am not able to make a "static eliminator," although I understand that there is a gentle-

man in Sydney who has made one and who gave
a demonstration of its utility recently before repre-

sentatives of a prominent firm handling radio sets
and material.
The demonstration turned out quite
successful for the demonstrator, but somewhat
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Certain steps may be
less so for his audience.
taken with the object of reducing the trouble.

(I) The use of an aerial circuit which

is well

Try introducing resistance by means
This will cause
of a rheostat in the earth lead.
the oscillations set up to die away rapidly instead
(2) Do not connect the aerial
of being persistent.
directly to the rest of the receiver. Use coupled
circuits and keep the coupling as loose as posThis will prevent the non -persistent oscilsible.
lations from transferring much energy into the se(3) Use "low loss" coils supplemented
condary.
with reaction to decrease the damping of the secondary circuit and of any succeeding circuits. This
will cause them to be very selective then; (4)
slightly- detone the aerial.
The static will take
the wavelength to which the aerial is tuned. The
signals will not. The secondary will respond vigorously to the signal current to which it is tuned
but only feebly to the static to which it is not
tuned.
(5) Do not try to get very loud signals.
Audio Amplification will magnify "static" just as
much us it does music and the irregular discordant crashes of the former prevent the regular
rhythmic variations of the latter from being heard.
Finally, remember that in listening to telephony
one is watching for variations in pitch and intensity of sound, but in telegraphy only to the presence or absence of soundThe latter is perceptible through a far greater amount of interferference than the former.
damped.

The various modifications detailed above will
of course reduce signal strength but after all "legible" music or signals of strength 6 are preferable to discord of strength 60.
As a matter of
fact a very large proportion of users of radio sets
are concerned to a far greater extent with geting
maximum volume than with getting purity. They
seem to prefer quantity to quality.
In proof of
this we have the use which is made of "push
pull" amplification.
Undoubtedly this will give
enormous amplification without seriously increasing distortion, but let it be tried the other way
-that is, to produce increased purity without
greatly increasing volume and the results are astounding with a properly arranged and controlled
set.

Before closing I must mention one little fact
which I fear I have overlooked.
When a set is
adjusted for maximum amplification and is just
below the point of oscillation a static discharge ano
sometimes a particularly strong signal will throw it
into oscillation.
This state may die out on the
cessation of the cause.
It all depends upon the
adjustment.
The filament current and the and
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leak and condenser have some bearing- on this
point.
The setting should be such that the point
on the filament rheostat at which the set breaks
into permanent oscillation as current is increased,
is as nearly as possible the same as the point at
which oscillation ceases with decreasing current.
There should be no "trigger" action which may
be noted for example if a RF valve is given too
much grid bias by means of its potentiometer, so
that if we gently raise the filament current until
it starts oscillating, we may reduce the current
considerably before Oscillation ceases. Under the
former condition a "static" may set the valve into
oscillation and re -adjustment is required to remove it, whilst ureder the latter the oscillation will
cease of its own accord as soon as the causative
agent ceases leaving the valve free to reproduce
without distortion.
H.J.R. (Crow's Nest) and several others: Nothing doing until you observe the conditions mentioned at the head of this column. A subscriber
is one who receives the paper direct from us by
mail.

Don'ts for those who Radio
By "Reo."

DON'T blame the set.
Blame the broadcasting
station.
Then you feel more confident you
know how to handle it.
Loud speakers were not meant to blow tiles off
roofs. Don't try to.
Don't regenerate unto others. because you would
not like others to regenerate unto you.
Don't strike matches on your panel.
The
piano is much better.
After you have rendered "Yes, We, etch, etc.,"
"It Ain't Gonna Rain No Mo," and other classics
on your detector tube, don't go round to your DX
friend in the next street and ask him if he liked
them-that is unless you can run faster than him.
Soldering flex was not made to wash radio

sets.

Don't leave it smeared round yours.
Don't laugh when you are in a shop and someone comes in for a filament for a 201A Or a vernier for his transformer.
Remember, they used
to pull your leg once.
Don't use more than three stages of A.F. unless you want your set to sound like two elephants
doing eurythmics on the tin roof of a boiler factory.
Don't get disgusted and give your set to the
kids to make a billy cart of (condenser dials. make
excellent billy cart wheels) because the man next
door tells you he pulled in a station on one tube
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You may
on all four.
not be as good a liar as he.
Don't build a super de luxe Rolls Royce reSome of 'em
ceiver and expect to QSL Mars.
wouldn't work on 2BL's roof.
Don't put everything except your shaving mug
The less unneceson the panel of your set.
sary junk you use the more distance you cover.
Don't test asthmatic B batteries across your
Buy a new battery-it's cheaper.
valve filament.
Don't take much notice of the average small
town radio dealer unless he can prove himself.
Nine times out of ten he ran a fish shop before
he took on radio.
Don't drop valves on the table or the floor
Once may be
when you take them out of the set.
all right but 99 out of 100 times, usually results
in the decrease of a perfectly good toob.
Don't handle your set the same way as you do
Treat 'em gentle-they work
the lawn mower.

that you can't get sitting

better.
And, last but not least, and this is for you
Low Loss Lawrence, and you Super Het Horace,
don't affect that DX look; don't you get a valve set air when talking to the humble crystalite. RaHe
ther try to help him than discourage him.
might get on the air some night with a set that
will make yours look like diamonds in a pawnbroker's dust bin.
A FRIENDLY GRIP.
Here is an extract frem a letter from one of
It speaks for itself:
our subscribers.
"Your very helpful letter arrived this mornHonestly,
ing and I wish to thank you for it.
I now feel that I am working in a clear atmosphere instead of a mist of uncertainty. We inns.
all learn from those who know a little more than
Many thanks."
ourselves.

"Wireless Weekly" is now on the air under the
The present power is 10_ watts, and
the wavelength 165 metres. Station is located at 15
Cairo Street, Suspension Bridge, Sydney. Operator:
A. W. Watt.
Reports from listeners will be appreciated.
Hours of testing usually after 11 p.m. week days and
at odd hours on Sundays.

call sign 2WW.

Cecil C.. Sainty, Vaucluse, Sydney, has received
card from U1CMP-]PL, 32 Clarence Avenue,
Bridgwater, Mass., reading as follows:-" Won1d you
please tell the rest of the gang to QSL if they have
heard us or ,When they happen to! Would be very
a

pleased."
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THE VICTORIA WIRELESS INSTITUTE
..0».0~..1M.._o1..._.MIM1,0i.1.
(To the Editor).
Dear Sir,-In connection with a communication
signed by 'Untrammelled Member" and published
in your magazine on January 30th I was instructed
by my Council at its meeting last night to request
you to be good enough to publish the following
facts in connection with the Constitution and activities of the Victorian Division of the Wireless
Institute of Australia.
The Constitution.
The constitution was adopted on the 20th day
of November, 1923, and rule 3 states that "The
governing body for the State of Victoria shall be
composed of two delegates from each of the affiliated sections, to be known as the council, and the
office -bearers shall be elected by ballot from these
members by the delegates."
Rule 10 provides that "No rule or part the+c.:
shall be rescinded, altered, or no new rule added,
except by a three -fourths majority of the delegates present, and notice of motion having been
given at a previous meeting."
This means that no alteration of the constitution, or in fact change of policy, can be made
except with the expressed desire and authority of
a majority of the members of the Victorian Division: provided, however, that the various sections
are properly represented by delegates at all meetings of the council, and that these delegates carry
out their duties by keeping their various sections
fully acquainted with the activities of the division.
It is hardly fair to blame the council as a
whole (the majority of the delegates being a conscientious body of enthusiasts) for the neglect of
their own particular delegates in not keeping
them fully acquainted with everything that goes
In future members
on in the council chamber
should be well-informed, as a publicity officer has
been elected to provide the press with full reports
of all our meetings and general activities.

Grading.
At a general council meeting held on September 23rd, 1924, the delegate from Malvern formally gave notice of motion that at the next meeting
he would bring forward a motion that the members of the Victorian Division should be divided
into four grades.
It was pointed out that this
was practically the only association of this kind
in which the members were not graded in some
manner.

1~1.1~1,.,'~»04~.04~1.0.1.~1..gmbo.~»om..~...

kt the general meeting on October 21st it
was unanimously agreed by the Council, or in
other words by the members of the Division themselves, that membership should be in four divisions or grades as follows:
Students.
J
To embrace all those who take any intereett
whatsoever in radio, irrespective of whether they
hold a license or not, and in no case will any examination be required for admittance of a student member to the Institute.
Associates.
Any person whose knowledge of wireless is

equivalent to that required by the Government for
an experimental operator's certificate is eligible
for this division.
If such application cannot satisfactorily prove his qualifications to the Executive he MAY BE required to pass either a written
or oral examination.

Fellows.Available to all those whose qualifications are
equivalent to those required for Associates and
who can prove that they have carried out some
genuine experiments in wireless telegraphy.
Associate members are those who may be interested in radio or in the Institute, but have not
any of the above qualifications.
This means that our ranks are open to all
and sundry and everyone has the same and equal
privileges and benefits, the only gain at the present time being that those who spend a certain
amount of time in study and experimenting obtain
a small amount of prestige amongst their fellow
members and the general public.
The application form is the same that has been
in force in this Division since 1910, with the exception that several personal questions have been
deleted.
Institute Activities.
Besides individual members creating records by
establishing fairly regular wireless communication with all parts- of the world, the Institute is
inaugurating a series of schools of instruction under competent instructors, for the benefit of those
members who wish to obtain an experimental operator's license, or merely- to increase their knowThe first school will commence
ledge of Radio.
in the first week in March for which there are still
vacancies.
The Division has purchased a block of land
at Ashburton and as soon as we have collected
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enough funds or equipment will commence the erection of a high powered experimental station, and
will then be in a position to calibrate sets or
equipment and also carry out some worth -while
experiments.
The second annual exhibition is to be held at
Wirth's Park in May or June, and every facility
will be given to amateurs to exhibit their work and
compete for various prizes for sets and equip-
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meat.
From present indications and reports from
the Exhibition Committee this present exhibition
is going to be the biggest thing of the kind yet
held in Australia, and the Council is again relying
on all sections and members supporting it as well
or even better than they did last year.
B. JERMYN MASTERS,
Hon. General Secretary, W.I.A., Victorian Division.

Amateur Co-operation with Newspapers
.4~1.

This little story, which reached us from the A.R.R.L.Neadquarters, grill, be found very interesting.
fore has the value of the amateur to the cemmuinty been more fully demonstrated-Editor.

all telegraph lines connecting with the
Associated Press national news sources out of
order following a heavy snowfall, the "Decatur Herald" (Decatur, Illinois), a morning newspaper, went to press as usual with all important
news events fully covered through the timely assistFive front page stories
ance of amateur radio.
under various date lines distributed between New
York and Los Angeles carried the head "By Ama.
WITH

tear Radio."
subsequent issue, after the rush and excitethe emergency had subsided and the wires
repairers, the "Herald" carried a detailed
the most unusual incident in its history
under the heading, "Radio Amateurs Responsible
for 'Herald' A. P. News." This graphic story of
news -gathering under the most trying circumstances
told how Mark Spies, of Decatur, and W. C. Fowler,
of St. Louis, youthful operators of private telegraph
transmitting, worked "nine-tour watches" for two
nights in order to keep the people of Decatur in touch
with news of the outside world.
In all newspaper offices no event is more dreaded
than an accident which cuts off all contact with vital
news sources, and the wires, usually so busy, sudImmediately every facility of
denly grow silent.
the paper is used to cement the break. In this ease
there appeared to be no solution until Herbert B.
Rickards, radio editor of the "Herald," got in touch
with Spies, of the American Radio Relay League,
who reported by telephone that he had "raised" an
amateur In St. Louis and was prepared at that motuent to receive dispatches from the A. P. Headquarters in that city.
Inside the newspaper office the "Herald" editorial staff awaited impatiently every piece of copy
that came to it through devious sources via the teleIn a
ment of
bad been
story of

1=1.0..,

Never be-

graph code and the ether. Despite the extra difficulties caused by the storm throughout the Mid-west,
the St. Louis office of the \ssociated Press faithfully
turned over the news to Fowler us it came in over
the wire. One story stated that Illinois Central train
No. 17 was lost somewhere in the snowstorm between Chicago and St. Louis; another described the
Los Angeles murder trial of Kid McCoy, ex -pugilist;
while a third told of the feverish advance in the
New York market.
Rtch one of these dispatches was of a nature to
warrant front page space, and the "Herald's" editors wrote oIT the headlines and sent the copy to
the composing room ns fast as it was -received from
the amateur radio station a few blocks away. In
Spies' radio room things were by no means running
smoothly. The weight of ice on the aerial wires
caused a pull on the lead in, which broke the window
and let the cold north wind into the room. There
tees nothing handy to stop up the hole, and Spies
could not leave his receiver for some time to repair
the damage. Ile turned up his coat collar and stuck
to his work.
In addition to these difficulties," declared Radio
Editor Rickards in describing the event in the
"Herald," "fading made frequent repetition necessary and reception uncertain. Both operators, however, 'stuck to their keys,' working continuously
without stopping for supper, and rendered a service
which is perhaps unprecedented in the history of
amateur radio."
"Communication at both cities was carried on
under conditions that would try the patience of the
most experienced commercial radio operator.
Ice
rendered the telephone service unreliable in St. Louis,
and on several occasions the power source of the
ti nsmitter at Fowler's station failed entirely."

'
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The Construction of Your Own "B" Battery or
"B" Accumulator
0111.1.0

By "Wireless Weekly"

PROBABLY more than 50 per cent. of the foreign
noises which readers are constantly complaining of emanate from faulty or run down H.T.
The two types of home constructed
Batteries.
"B" batteries described here are very easily made
and should cover the conditions of both town and
This form of H.T. battery is
country readers.
not only efficient, but if kept clean is noiseless.
No. 1-The Primary Cell Type.
This type needs no recharging, but occasionally requires new zinc plates and new solution

added.
Construction.
Small glass test tubes, 4in. or Sin. long by
lin. in diameter, should be purchased, also a
quantity of 1/4in. carbon rod, a sheet of 1/8in.
Quantities will, of
zinc and some sal -ammoniac.
voltage
"B" battery you
upon
the
depend
course,
The success of a battery of
intend to make up.
this type depends upon obtaining a sound electriThe best mecal connection to the carbon rods.
thod of doing this is to copper plate the tips to
See
which the connection can later be soldered.

Fig.

1.

The
the carbon rod to the negative terminal.
electrolytic action will now cause a deposit of
copper to form on the end of the carbon rod. This
process of copper plating is continued until a
substantial film has been deposited, after which
the rod is washed in water to remove any traces
After sufficient copper rods
of the electrolyte.
have been plated they should be thoroughly dried,
then thinned ready to attach the connecting wires.
The voltage per cell is about 1.2; thus 40 cells
will give approx. 50 volts.
When you have decided how many cells you intend building, and have
your copper plating and tinning finished, you
should cut the same number of zinc strips as you
have carbon rods; they should be cut out of 1/8
in. sheet zinc, 41in. x 3/4in. and lin.
The end
of the zinc should now be bent at right angles
for a distance of about 1/2in. and then solderer:
to the copper tips which have previously been
tinned.
The soldering operation should be carried out
with a very hot iron.
This method of plating
and tinning appears to be rather complicated, but
obviously gives an extremely efficient contact and
is therefore to be strongly recommended.
A useful arrangement of the cells is five rows of eight
cells, the containing case for which is about
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This is made on the principle of a bottle
crate and has 40 compartments to take the test
tubes. The box should be made of hardwood about
3/8in. thick, built to a depth of 3ªin.
The partitions should he made from strips of three ply
wood 1/8in x 1lin. the actual size depending upon
the diameter of the test tubes you use.
It is
a very good plan to paint the case well with hot
x 6in.

Copper Plating Tips.
A small quantity of pure copper sulphate
(recrystalised pure) is dissolved in water and the
solution acidulated by the addition of a spoonful
of sulphuric acid.
Now place a small piece of
copper inside your container (which may be of
glass or earthenware) connect the copper to the
positive terminal and a two volt accumulator and

-

Or

IC ZC ZC

paraffin wax.
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Solution for Primary Batteries.
About half saturated solution of sal -ammoniac
should be poured within about one inch of the
The best method of mixtop of the test tubes.
ing solution is to keep adding sal -ammoniac to two
pints of water, until no more will dissolve in
the water; then add two more pints of water to
this.
This sal -ammoniac solution has a tendency
to creep up the carbons and form a thin film between the rod and the connection.
To prevent
this it is necessary to coat the tops of the carbons
and zinc plates with some insulating compound
such as paraffin wax, enamel or shellac.

Assembly.
The battery can now be assembled: We will asume that you intend building up 50 volts; you
\Ve
will, therefore, have 40 rods and 40 plates.
will call the first cell of the first row No. 1, and
the second cell No. 2, and so throughout the rows.
The carbon of one pair goes in Cell No. 1 so that
This is continued
the zinc goes into cell No. 2.
along each and every row as per diagram No. 2.
Each row of cells can be linked 'together with
pieces of stout wire joining the end of the carbon
This will,
of one to the end zinc of the next.
of course, only be necessary if each row of cells is
more than about tih. apart as the ordinary link
will only span 1/8in.

The construction of an anode (or plate) battery along these lines we are sure will well repay
the user, as by adopting this method the following
important advantages are obtained: Behaviour even
on heavy loads warrants the time spent and it
has extraordinarily long life without any renewals.
Every pair of elements is free to be removed; any
cell can be removed without disturbing the others,
and lastly, every part of the battery is perfectly
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accessible for the purpose of cleaning, renewing
the solution, or replacing worn zinc plates.
No. 2-"B" Accumulators.
As an alternative to the use of primary batteries for plate current supply, miniature accumulators may be used, providing means are at hand
?00V DC. Pb,.,s

100 Waif

Lop

for recharging them.
It is quite within the scope
of an amateur to construct an efficient battery of
this type.
It should be remembered, however,
that the output current of this type is not as
good as that of the primary battery, so that for
transmitting where fairly large plate currents are
used, the primary cell type would probably prove
the best.
The voltage, however, of a secondary
cell or accumulator is nearly twice that of a primary cell; we shall, therefore, only require about
half the number of cells used for the Leclanche or
primary battery.
Here again, however, the accumulator differs in that the voltage falls from
2.2 volts to 1.85 volts, when recharging is necessary.

Voltage across secondary must exceed voltage of B
battery. Plate of valve goes to negative. Transformer
goes to positive after passing through 20 ohm variable
resistance.

Construction.
The general form of the battery can be modelled on that of the Leclanche type previously described.
A suitable box should be made to take
25 glass test tubes, 4in. x lin. and placed within
the compartments as before. The cells should he
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filled with sulphuric acid of specific gravity 1200
to within about lin. from the top. When the plates
are inserted it will be found that the acid is now
The plates are cut from
at the required level.
sheet lead 1/8in. thick and bin. wide, cut into
strips Thin. long. These strips are bent into the
form of a U, the length of each leg being about
3lin., the bend therefore being about about ilia.
It will be found that those two dimensions enable
the lead U to just fit into two consecutive cells.
Twenty of these lead U's should be placed in the
glass tubes as described in connection with the
assembly of the Leclanche battery. As before we
require four larger U's for connecting the rows
together.
These are made from strips 10 inches
long and are bent.as in Fig. 3.

Charging.
The method of charging will depend upon the
available power.
For the benefit of our readers
we are covering as large a field of charging plants
as possible.
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After being charged and discharged in this manner for 3 or 4 times they may be used in a receiving set and after a continuou's charge for
about an hour should produce enough current to
As the
supply two valve for about 2 hours.
condition of the battery improves by charging and
discharging the amperage will increase and thus
the same current can be withdrawn for much
longer periods. We have an ordinary lead sheet
grid accumulator which is three years old and
which will supply the plate current for five English valves for a whole evening's use after half
an hour's charging
Fig. 5 shows the Tungar rectifier means of
charging B accumulator.
Fig. 6 shows the 32 volt D.C. lighting plant
installed in some of our country reader's homes.
It will be readily seen that if the generator is
stopped, the main battery will charge the B battery; care should be taken, however, to only charge
half the battery at a time as the battery to be
charged must be of less voltage than the battery
or power mains charging it.
.

Fig. 7 shows the electrolytic rectifier. Materials required for the rectifier are as follows; 4

50V

shows a charging circuit from 200 volt
The voltage, however, is immaterial
as long as it exceeds the voltage of the battery
to be charged.
The lamp which is used in the
form of a resistance to obtain the necessary current for charging, should, however, be one suitable
for the voltage used on the power mains.
Care
should also be taken to find the positive and
negative and remember that positive goes to positive and negative to negative.
1st. Charge.
The two supply leads are connected respectively to the first and last plates of the battery;
the action of the current is to cause a deposit of
of chocolate coloured lead oxide to appear on the
plate connected to the positive lead.
On discharging, this plate will be the positive terminal
and will always be recognised by the chocolate
appearance.
The forming process should be continued for about 30 minutes when the cells should
be discharged through a lamp of high resistance.

Fig.

4

D.C. mains.

glass jam jars, saturated solution of Borax in
pure distilled water, small quantity of pure aluminium, and lead sheeting 1/8 in. thick.
Cut
strips of about 9yin. long by bin. wide, form into
shape of U, and place them in jars as per Fig. 7.
Before using, each cell should be formed by connecting them in series with 100 watt lamp. The
lamp will gradually get dimmer its the forming
of plates takes place.
When is is about half
brilliancy the plates.are in a 'fit state to charge
your battery. Keep the temperature down. The
best way to do this is to make short quick charges.
Keep the aluminium clean.
It may be cleaned
mechanically or by treating with acid. Thoroughly
wash the aluminium before putting it back into
the cell.
It is a good plan to place all the aluminium plates in a strong solution of nitric acid
for half an hour and then thoroughly wash. Those
readers who have been experiencing difficulty with
their rectifiers will be wise to follow this plan the
next time they clean them out.
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MY EXPERIENCES AT GOULBURN
;.

........,......,.a..

By H. K. JAMES (2X k).

long been regarded by radio
manufacturers as a place where it is useless to
sell sets, as, strange to say, every set that has
been installed in the township has not given anything like the results that it would give two hundred
miles further on. With this in mind, I thought that
GOULBU RN has

Goulburn would be an ideal place for me to go in
order to gather data on fading, absorption, and the
general peculiarities of "blind" districts.
As meutloued in "Wireless Weekly," I set off
for Goulburn laden with small parts-a low loss 50200 metre Reivartz receiver and my 1925 model five When I arrived at
valve broadcasting receiver.
Goulburn it was a little early for amateurs,' so I
hooked up my broadcast set. The results were very
gratifying, 2FC coming in with such strength as to
rattle the speaker, and 2BL slightly weaker. The
QRM and QRN at Goulburn is very bad, and it
seemed as if all the electric motors on earth wore

doing their best to drown the signals. At 7 p.m. I
set up the low loss set, and was rewarded by hearing
2HM chatting to someone.
All through my stay
fading was very pronounced, and it was very peculiar to hear 2HM's fone swinging in and out
kstrength 5). I then heard 2XN on phone with very
good strength (the loudest fone from Sydney I
heard), about strength 4 on a single valve.
The
next I heard was 2JM on fone (strength 3I), the
fono being very clear, but the distance showed up
the fact that he used a.e. somewhere; in fact, all
Sydney transmitters had a kind of rattle with their
fone. After this I got to work on the transmitter,
and was delighted to obtain 600 m.a. aerial current
on 180 metres. I gave a call, but no one answered.
I found that this was due to a badly swinging wave
making the note unreadable.
The next day Mr.
Turner and myself rigged up a counterpoise and
made general impro\ meats everywhere. That night
I/

J
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1101:

..

IL/P1:4:1

a

V

The station constructed by Mr. James at Goulburn.
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we found that we could obtain an aerial current of
650 m.a. at 150 metres, of 500 m.a. at 130 metres, by

INTERNATIONAL RADIO ASSOCIATION.
THE fourth bulletin of the above Association
contains many interesting items.
Of course
the aims of this Association, as before mentioned,
are to facilitate relations between radio users of
all countries per the International Language Eaperanto; to publish a Radio -review; to encourage
the publication of radio literature in Esperanto; to
co-operate with national and international bodies
"Worthy of mention
in every manner possible.
are the Wireless Journals which officially support
Esperanto.
'Hungarian Radio Review,' the sole
radio gazette of Hungary, which publishes a
chronicle of events in Esperanto every issue:
'Radio News,' U.S.A., the most important radio
gazette of the world with a. circulation of more
than 400,000 copies monthly: 'Radio News,' Canada,
a very important Canadian paper which publishes
a course of Esperanto: 'Wireless Weekly, the most
important Australian Journal; and 'Experimental Wireless,' an important British monthly.
Besides, there are many radio journals which publish articles about Esperanto."
Already there has been issued an Esperanto Radio Dictionary. Full particulars have been published in the December issue of the International
language journal.
The first congress of the International Radio Association will take place at
Paris at the same time and place as the amateur
and juristic congress (an account of the latter
appeared in Wireless Weekly some few issues back.)
The membership fee is 25 French francs.
All
radio entthusiasts desirous of participating in this
congress are requested to write direct to Dr. Pierre
Corret, 97 rue Royal, Versailes, France.
The last item of interest is a special call to
radio users to join that much needed Association.
The yearly .subscription is 1/-.
Radio persons
who are interested in this Association are urgently requested to write to Hon. Sec., Australian Section, 150 Georges River Road, Croydon Park. N.S.W.

the
was
co-

my

tests.

BREVITIES
By R.J.H.C.
THE local chemist had a receiving set installed
in his shop. A country customer entered and while
being served asked the source of the music she
heard.. She was informed of course, and in addition was told that the latest cricket scores were
She walked over-read
on top of the cabinet.
them carefully, turned the sheet over, and then:"Isn't it wonderful-fancy them coming out already written like that" she said.
Overheard-an explanation of static: "That
noise!-oh that's due to the presure of air on the
wireless waves."
A local resident was erecting an aerial. When
it, was completed it was noticed he had two lead in
wires-one from each end of the aerial. When
asked the reason for this peculiar construction he
replied, "When I want Melbourne I use this one
-it's nearest to that place, and when I want Sydney I use the other."
Of course you've seen birds
using your aerial,. and it is rather amusingly annoying to hear a full throated Kookaburra proclaiming his presence while you below are chasing
that elusive station. But have you had the experience of my friend, the other evening at dusk?
In vain he sought to tune in the market reports
with hardly a sound from the set.
He tested this
and he tested that, and all without success. When
I arrived on the scene-well, you know his feel-
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But do you quite know them when he was
ings!
informed that a pair of magpies were perched on
his single wire, double insulated L-one magpie
astride each insulator and thus providing a magnificent earth?
They have been there for over
an hour!

using the counterpoise without an earth. The counterpoise was only a small affair, consisting of five
wires about 30 feet long two feet above the iron
roof, and enclosed by brick walls; it was not underneath the aerial, but about 20 feet to oue side-a
After 10 p.m. I
very poor counterpoise, indeed.
called CQ, and was rewarded by 2HM coming back
immediately, saying that I was very QSA with very
good note. My poner at the time was 300 volts
(supplied by accumulators), at about 25 m.a. After
working for about an hour 211M gave a general call
on my behalf, hut as it was past midnight, and as
anybody who was still going was grinding out gramophone selections (1 won't mention names), I went
to bed.
I have not mentioned that I was staying at
residence of Mr. R. Turner, of Goulburn, and it
in a great measure due to that gentleman's
operation that I was able to make a success of
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Consulting Radio Engineer
Pratten Building,
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A New Valve
THE "A.W.A. 99."

ANEW valve which is in great demand by both
experimenters and broadcast listeners -in is the
"A.W.A. 99," manufactured in Australia at
the Sydney Valve Works of Amalgamated Wireless
(A/sia) Limited.
It is of the. dull emitter type, and operated with
an expenditure of filament current of only 0.0G of an
ampere. A dry cell may thus be conveniently used
for filament lighting. In valves for use with dry
cells it is of the greatest importance that the filament current be as small as possible, and that at the
same time the characteristics of the valve should not
be sacrificed in making this reduction in current.
The A.W.A. 99 fully meets both these requirements.
The filament is of tungsten, but differs from the
older type of tungsten filament in that the power
consumption and operating temperature are much
lower. Thus the new filament at normal temperature
is a dull yellow, while the older filaments burned at
a white heat. This lower operating temperature, of
course, ensures long life.
In order to operate at such low current it is
necessary that the filament wire be very fine, and it
is interesting to note that the filament of the A.W.A.
99 is only about one-fourth as thick as a human
hair.
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The A.W.A. 99 is designed to operate from a
dry battery, but accumulators may be used if
proper care is taken to reduce the voltage at the
filament terminals to 3 volts.
On account of the
small filament current of the A.W.A. 99 the ordinary
4 to 10 ohm rheostats are of no use for a single
-tube and higher resistances must be used.
3 -volt

A variable resistance of 30 ohms should be used
with one valve, 20 ohms for two valves, and 10
l
ohms for three valves in parallel.
Compared with the ordinary type of receiving
valve the A.W.A. 99 is quite small, being one inch
in diameter and slightly over three inches in length.

The electrostatic capacities between the electrodes of the A.W.A. 99 are very small, and for this
reason this valve is an exceptionally good radio frequency amplifier, and best results are obtained with
about 45 volts on the plate. It also functions well
as an audio frequency amplifier with from 40 to 80
volts tin the plate, and a small grid bias which secures minimum distortion.

In addition to its uses as a radio and audio frequency amplifier, the A.W.A. 99 functions very efficiently as a detector, but no more than 45 volts
should be used on the plate.
The A.W.A. 99 is very well exhausted, and can
be relied upon to give uniform and quiet operation
throughout its life.
The A.W.A. 99 has standard bakelite UV199 base.
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INTERSTATE NOTES
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VICTORIA
Reception of KDKA.
rilEY hustle things somewhat in America, and
1 the best laid plans of mice and men who are
-not Yankees, gang aft aglee when the hustle
is only on one side.
The Melbourne "Herald" was
leisurely announcing in one issue of its weekly
wireless paper that it was making arrangements
to conduct experiments with America and promised
Before the very next issue,
full particulars later.
the experiments had been half concluded and "all
Australia" had listened in to KDKA and some had
even heard him.
Some of the reports were inRemarkable achievements on
teresting to read.
a crystal set with full loud speaker effects were
only to be expected but genuine results on one
valve only, were not quite so expected. Of course,
if you get signals on three valves you get them
on one, but it depends a great deal on your teleIt also
phones, whether they are then audible.
depends on a quick and trained ear that can pick
out a voice from the heart of a static barrage.
Given these gifts, you will hear KDKA even on one
valve.
You will not, however, hear it so consecutively as to be able to assert that you heard
Mr. J. A. M. Elder, or any other gentleman with
As a matter of
initials equally as appropriate.
fact the "speeches" broadcast were apparently
read by one and the same operator into a cold
unfeeling microphone that endowed every orator
The writer
with the same American accent.
heard it both ways, on a one valve set and also
by favour of Mr. Grove, on a full low loss tuner
with three valves and a loud speaker, and realised
more than ever before the profound meaning of
that magnificent line "the surge and thunder of
the Odyssey," for if ever a voyager through the
ether encountered surge and thunder, then indeed
KDKA did, in its Odyssey to Australia. At times
the crash and hurtle of the static obliterated the
message out of all resemblance to human words,
and one felt that if Mars were speaking, he could
not be more martial or more incoherent and blustering. We have now heard KDKA on 03 metres,
and the main conclusion from this so-called first
experiment must be that the old tradition that
short waves are innocent_ of static is exploded
for ever.
The explosion was the most notable
noise heard on KDKA's wavelength.
I

H. K. Love Lectures to the W.I.1.

Before an audience fit but few, the genial
President of the Victorian Section of the W.I.A..
Mr. H. K. Love, delivered a lecture after the
monthly tea, held at Anzac House.
His subject
was systematic experimenting and under that heading he grouped a number of suggestions for the
betterment of organised research work. Enquiries
into the relative merits of different styles of aerials, counterpoise, earths; the minimising of interference not only from neighbouring sets but from
trains, trams, lifts, etc.; increasing selectivity su
as to enable more transmitters to operate within a
limited waveband; developing short wave sets; bet.
ter national and international organisation; more
attention to telephony study of Esperanto. These
were the main points of a most interesting and informative lecture that covered a very wide waveband of suggested amateur activities.
Unforuun.
ately only about twenty members heard this important lecture, and this paucity of attendance in
itself showed how futile such generalisations are
at present. However, some interesting facts were
referred to by Mr. Love, among them being (a)
the elimination of interference in a city cafe by
the use of a counterpoise instead of an earth; (b)
further experience of low loss tuners shows that
they are no more efficient in practice than the usual former -wound coils; (c) signals on short waves
come in as well from transmitters having long
aerials as those with low fundamental; (d) ICMP
(a woman transmitter in America) comes in as
loudly as anyone, though using only single - wire
aerial and single -wire counterpoise; (e) short
waves are not definitely the bet, after all.
We know more about them than we do about
long waves; (f) radio frequency is not really
known to be useless on short waves.
The Yankees said it was no good on 200 metres, a year
or so ago, but we Australians disproved that, so
we may also discover how to use H.F. amplification successfully on short waves; -(g) Australia
needs to adopt an exclusive wave band of our own
British stations work between 90 and 100 metres.
the big Marconi station so easily heard on Sunday
morning, being about 93 metres; American sta.
tions typically transmit between 75 and 80; so
that since no one at present has adopted the band
between 80 and 90 metres it should be allotted to
Australians. It is not possible in Mr. Lowe's opin.
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ion, to do amateur work on the higher wave -bands
above 10,000 metres, owing to the cost and length

of aerial involved.

W.L Monthly Tea.

Sitting in state around an empty square some
gallant delegates and three or four private

dozen

members of the W.I.A. made an onslaught on the
tea which was to have cemented social intercourse
between members of the Institute. The high losses

were attributed
from KDKA,
to interference
whose advent on the local ether has been hurriedly
announced on the same night as this other auspicious event.
In the circumstances socialities
were limited, although pleasantries once or twice
went around the tables.
The chief item on the
menu was to have been the presence of Mr. Malone, Controller of Wireless, but an apology for his
absence brought a sigh of relief from those who
like to honour with a full attendance, such a disThe only way to get a full attinguished guest.
tendance at such functions is undoubtedly to send
out personal reminders to individual members or
even to sell tickets beforehand.
Side Issues of Mr. Love's Lecture.
"Mr. Maclurcan can show pictures, diagrams,
His
and date of all the experiments he makes.
He
log hook is a most remarkable document.
notes everything."

Mr. Love: "As far as reception goes, the low
loss tuner although theoretically better brings in
no more stations than the old former-woúnd coils.

I don't know whether Mr. Howden agrees with
me."
Mr. Howden: "No, I don't."
Mr. Love: "Well, the finest signals I have ever
heard were at 38Q, and if he calls his set a low
loss I'm a Dutchman.
Getting round and seeing
other fellows' sets is the finest thing out to improve your education.
If a fellow differs with you
that only shows that more research is needed.
There are so many favourable reports but none of
Everything appears to be
them are comparative.
QSA and we get no further."

N.I.A. Administration.
Mr. Love's rebuke at his monthly lecture to
members who raise questions of administration instead of confining themselves to experimental topics was somewhat of a boomerang, as of course we
are not to accept either administrative or technical points as pure gospel when promulgated by
The ill feeling about the new
official authority.
conditions of membership, which is revealed in a
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letter appearing in Wireless Weekly of January
30th'has resulted in the loss of many members who
simply drop out of the ranks and attend meetThere have also been formal reings no more.
signations, notably that of Mr. H. E. Grove, Vice
President of the Canterbury Section, whose Interest in wireless is undoubted but who feels aggrieved
because of the examination
clause in the nev
membership form.
It was urged by the Organizing Secretary, that examination would be waived
in the case of members known to be efficient; but
Mr. Grove holds that there should be no respect of
persons, as favouritism is likely to creep in. This
view appears to be sound, and as Mr. Grove has
had considerable experience as President of the
Institute of Engineers and on other important committees, his opinion is worth considering.
Incidentally it came out at a discussion at a general
meeting of the W.1.A. that any two delegates may
alter the constiution by giving notice of motion
If the other
to that effect at a council meeting.
delegates neglect to inform their sections or are
absent, then the motion may become law at the
next Council meeting, provided a majority of the
delegates are complaisant enough to vote Yes. In
a democratic community like Australia one would
like to see such a Star Chamber method made
impossible by an adverse vote of all the Sections.
It is evident that if the Executive reserves to itself the right to examine or not, then the sections
lose their status
as sovereign bodies,
and of
course anyone who is persona grata or persona
mala with the Executive could be admitted or excluded entirely without reference to his merits.
W.1.A. Experimenters' Class.

It is proposed to form a class for the purpose
of providing a series of lectures that will enable
students to work up to the standard of passing
the official examination for the experimental liIt appears that either Mr. Court or Mr.
cense.
Hull will conduct the class, but at the time of
writing this has not been settled one way or the
other.
It might perhaps be better if both gentlemen took a hand, and it would certainly he more
satisfactory if a syllabus of the proposed course
were made available.
At present it is as vague
as the departmental requirements themselves. Another aspect also is that apparently country ex
perimenters are to be left out in the cold, or per
haps the P.M.G. is expected to be more lenient
with those remote from civic centres.
There are
some Interesting experimenters outside Melbourne
and suburbs, although of them one seldom hears,
and

it

is somewhat remarkable to compare N.S.W.
In fact one might

with Victoria in this respect.
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almost say, the comparison lies between N.S.W.
and Melbourne only.
The recent editorials on
country transmission must be of extreme interest
to dwellers out back in the Mallee and Gippsland
settlements, and a big field awaits the Institute
if it would only wake up to its opportunities and
be of service to the whole State instead of merely
to a handful of suburban wireless hobby -horse
riders. Why not rope in a few boundary riders?
1 Lightning
ster.
Following a discussion on lightning arresters
at Canterbury Section, at which Mr. H. E. Grove.
the Vice -President, complained that his signals also were arrested by a standard kmerican type, the
section deputed Mr. A. J. Stocks (who was the
winner of the Wireless Exhibition Prize for the
best constructed set) t3 make up an arrester on
lines suggested by Mr. Max Howden and himself.
The result was submitted to W.I.A. at
its monthly meeting and was very favourably
commented on. It is a choke oil of about half
a dozen turns of SWG12 copper wire, with a
spark gap formed between two heavy brass rods
turned to a fine point. It is proposed to submit
this to the Fire Underwriters with a request for
their approval, as it was agreed that even if
lightning arresters are ineffective they at least
conform to the requirements of insurance, and
this one would be as efficient as any.

Arr.

SOUTH AUSTRALIA.

THE most talked of event in radio circles in and
around Adelaide during the last two weeks has
been the reception of music, speech, and C.W.
signals from KDKA-the broadcasting station of
the Westinghouse Company of Pittsburgh, U.S.A.
Remarkable results have been obtained on all kinds
of set from low loss receivers up to tuned anode
receivers.
The transmissions were received here
with such strength that one could hardly realise
they they could possibly be transmitted at so
great distance away. The remarkable absence
of "Joeys" was a feature of the reception, this being due no doubt to the fact that very few owners
of sets were aware that this station could be received on an ordinary two or three valve set with
the right coils.
The tests of this station .has
proved remarkably successful and it is to be hoped
that they will continue.
Short Wage Rands for Experimenters.
Short wave bands have been allotted to the experimental transmitters in the United States and
many European countries and very little is now being done on the 200 metre band, and remarkable
distances are being covered by means of the short
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wave, so it is high time that experimenters in Australia put their heads together and approached
the authorities with the idea of getting a band of
short waves say 80 to 90 metres allotted to them.
This matter was brought up at the last meet n:
of the South Australian Division of the Wireless
Institute of Australia, when it was decided to get
in touch with the other Divisions for the purpose
of bringing the question before the proper authorities.
At the present time special permission has to
be obtained before one can make use of these short
waves, and this is only given for short periods.
What we want is a permanent allotment of short
wave band, and we hope that every club will take
this matter up and go for the short waves.
5DA Works GAKW.
Mr. S. R. Buckerfield, of Parkside (5DA) has
been successful in working two way communication
with GAKW (L. R. Potter, 120 Maple Avenue, Fullerton, California). The test was carried out betwéen 12.45 and L30 a.m., and lasted three quarters of an hour, having then to be abandoned on
account of approaching daylight in the United
5DA was using a two valve low loss reStates.
ceiver and his transmitter was radiating 1 amp.
Mr. Buckerfield was working on approx. 90 metres
on C.W.

Station 5CL.
The transmissions from the Central Broadcasting Company are very inconsistent-one night it is
very good and the next it is not worth listening
to.
Now that the A class license has been obtained it is about time that things were changed.
5DON N.

This station which has been noted for its remarkable clear transmission has fallen back somewhat, their strength is not what it used to be. and
they waste a lot of time between the items. We
hope that these matters will be rectified and that
5DON N will retain all the popularity which he
ha:; gained by his past performances. Broadcast
listeners are anxiously awaiting for the promised
lowering of 3L0's wavelength. Some time ago
it was stated that his wavelength was to come
down to 850 metres; this would be a boon to all,
as the static would be much less pronounced ou
the lower wave.
2FC comes in well when static does not interfere but this is not often during the summer
months.
6WF is fast becoming a favourite here; his
transmissions arc remarkably clear and as his
evening programme starts up just when the Melbourne and Sydney broadcasting stations close
down, he is much sought after.
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Frida

onderf
and Electrical

CONSTRUCT YOUR OWN BROADCAST RECEIVING SET. WE SUPPLY COMPLETE
AERIAL WIRES
CONTACT STUDS.
HONEYCOMB COILS (Mount
1/16 Navy, Non -Corrosive, 100
N.P. with Nut, doz. .. .. 10d.
Sup mi Quality.
2/6
ft.
Extra Nuts doz. .. .. .. .. 4d.
20 turns 5/9; `3h turns 5/11;
3/20 Navy, Non-Corrosive, 100
with
Nut..
each
ld.
Switch Stops
turns 5/11; 50 hí(` s 6/4; 75 tt
2/9
ft
6/3; 100 turns,. ; 150 turns.(
CONDENSERS (Fixed)
7/22 Navy, Non -Corrosive, 100
200 turns 7/3; 30 turns 8/-.
.00025,
Aerovox, .001, each 7d.;
ft.
6/6
with Leak, 1/-; .006, each .. 1/ Spider Web Coils,' Formers
3/20 Bare Copper, per 100ft... 2/6
Freshman .001, 2/9; .00025 .. 2/6
With Pins .. .. .. .. each
1/16 Bare Copper, per 100ft... 2/3
Micadons, .001, 3/-; .00025, 3/-. All
Without Pins .. .. .. each
7/20 Lead-in, yard .. .. .. .. 7d.
capacities stocked.
3/20 Lead-in, yard .. . .. .. 4d.
CRYSTAL SET PARTS.
1/18 Lead-in, yard . .. .. .. 21d.
LOW LOSS PARTS.
Complete Stocks of all parts for
ACCUMULATORS.
Panel
Wire, per yard .. 3<
home construction.
(Charged ready for use.)
.0005W Acme Low Loss Cox
CONDENSERS.
2v. 40 amp. Exide .. .. .. 21/48/
.. .. ..
densers
(Variable, with Dial)
4v. 40 amp. Exide .. .. .. 42/14g D.O.O. Wire, per lb., 2/
4v. 60 amp. Exide .. .. .. 52/Plain Vernier
6v. 40 amp. Exide .. .. .. 63/13/6
Ormonde, .001 mf.,
17/16g. D.C.O. Wire, per 1by 3/
6v. 60 amp. Exide
78/10/6
13/6
Ormonde, .0005 mf.,
18g. D.C.O. Wire, per lb., 3/
6 Volt, 80 Amp, in Vulcanite
10/12/6
Ormonde, .0003 mf.,
Case, for heavy duty .. -- 75/9/Ormonde, .0002 mf.,
11/6
BAKELITE
.00025 Twin for 2 Stages Tuned
HONEYCOMB COIL .MOUNTS
Plate ..
.
.. 20/6 each
GENUINE
Cut to any size.
1/8in, per square inch .. .. .. ld.
Genuine Remler, No. 40, 3/9;
CONDENSER LEAKS.
3/16in. per square inch .. ., 4d.
3/9, 48, 3/9; 43; 5/9.
Glass enclosed, all sizes, 1 to 6
Polar 2 Coild ernier Mounts
megohms, each 2/- and .. . 2/6
BATTERY CLIPS.
Junior, 12/1 Senior, 19/6.
Variable,
without
Freshman,
ConBattery
" A"
Clips, acid proof,
Advance 3 -Coil Vernier Mounts 1.
denser, 4/6; with Condenser, 5/6.
each 1/.
2in., 1,
ENGRAVED
Bradley Leaks .. .. .. each 13/9
"B" Battery Clips, each 41. & 5d.
Sin., 2/-.
DETECTORS.
BOOKS.
Detector Arms, N.P. each
2/ All the latest publications on
HEADPHONES,
Complete Parts: Brass 1/9 and 2/9;
Crystal or Valve Construction.
Peerless, 4000 ohms .. .. .. 2(
N.P.,
2/6.
BATTERIES.
Picco, 2200 ohms .. .. .. .. 21
Glass Enclosed (unmounted), 4/-,
45v. Hellesen, with plugs .. 12/6
Murdoch's, 2000 ohms ... .. 2:.
4/3, 5/-; (mounted) 7/-; twin
42v. Ever -Ready, with plugs, 12/6
2
Murdoch's, 3000 ohms
mounted, 9/6.
11 volt Columbia Cells .. .. 3/ Kilbourne and Clarke, 4000
No. 126 E.R. 4?4 volts .. .. 2/9
EAR -PIECES
3i
ohms .
To fit all makes of Headphones
CRYSTAL CUPS.
N. & K., 4000 ohms, Continen2/6 each.
N.P. .. .. .. 6d. and 1/- each
27
..
tal ..
Brass
each
EBONITE.
No. 1 Special, 4000 ohms, Continental .. .. .. .. .. .. 27
Cut to any size, 1/8 and 3/16,
Tested and Guaranteed.
} inch, 1Id. sqr. In.
Dependable .. .. .. 3e
Trimm's
ld.
Galena .. .. .. .. ... 1/- & 1/6
32/6
and .. .. .. .. 37
Frost,
HOLDERS.
..
Q.S.A.
1/6
.. .. .. ..
..
..
.. .. .. .. .. 35
Brander
1/6
4 pin English .. .. .. .. ..
Hertzite (English) .. .. .. .. 1/6
Western Electric .. . .. .. 37
3/6 and 4/.
American
Planatite (English) .. .. .. .. 1/6
Sterling .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 4
American Rubber Cushioned..
Sacrystal ..
1/6
45
Nutmeg
each 4/9
Tallite (English) .. .. .. .. 2/60
Baldwin .. . .. . ..
Frost 3 gong, shock proof .. 24/6
Iron Pyrites .. .. .. .. .. .. 1/6-

-

i

.

,

1>3:

...

..........4d.

4

.

.

I

MAIL ORDER DEPT.. 60 GOULBURN ST.. SYDNEY

-

The above list is only portion of om
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SAME QUALITY.
SAME PRICES.
SAME SERVICE.

ical Stores

Established
20

Years

COMPLETE INSTRUCTIONS AND ADVICE WITH EACH ORDER.

Y

(Mounted)
Quality.
turns 5/11; 35

DOLLS
,,
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r

6/1; 75 turns
150 turns 6/9;

urns 8/-.

Formers.. .. each 1/3

Is,

each 6d.

INSULATORS.
English, superior glazed: Reel, 4d.;
Egg, 4d.; Shell, 5d. and 8d.;

Strain, 8d.
JACKS AND PLUGS.
Single Circuit Jacks .. 3/3, 4/6
Double Circuit Jacks .. 4/-, 5/ Frost Plugs .. .. .. 4/6, 5/-, 6/ LOUD SPEAKERS.
Amplions..
.
£4, £5, & £6112/6
Manhattan, 75/- and ..
£8
.

'SS PARTS.
per yard .. 3d.
Loss Con3 Low

..

.

48/6

'Ire, per lb., 2/9

ire, per lb., S/.
per lb., 3/-

!'Ire,

0011 MOUNTS.
VINE
No. 40, 3/9; 42,
5,

9.

fernier Mounts.

Senior, 19/6.
Mounts 15/-

`r_t -ier

S:

2in.,

1/6;

?HONES,

ohms.. ..
ohms
4000

Clarke,

32/6

ims, Continen00 ohms, Con-

tblo

..

20/25/25/27/6

.

27/6
27/6
32/6
37/6
35/37/6
44/45/60/ -

Magnavox, £8 and ..

.

£10/101 -

Sterling.. .. £211716, £41151-,

£9

Western Electric, £2/19/6, £7/2/6
and £17/10/-.
LIGHTNING ARRESTERS.
Junior, 4/6; W.E., 5/6; Control, 7/6
POTENTIOMI ETERS

5/6,

6/9,

7/-.

METERS'
Pocket Type, 0.50 Volts, each 12/ RHEOSTATS.
6 ohms .. .. .. .. .. .. 4/-, 5/6
30 ohms. 5/-, 5/6 and .. .. .. 7/6
Bradleystats .. .. .. .. .. 13/9
SWITCHES.
S.P. Aerial .. .. .. .. .. ..
S.P.C.O. Aerial .. .. .. . ..
Series Parallel .. .. 3/6 and
Battery Switches, 4/- and .. ..
Inductance Switches .. .. 1/6,

2/-

3/ 5/3
4/3
2/6

SOLDER.
6d.
Resin Cored, yard
TRANSFORMERS (Audio or L.F.)
20/Nutmeg . .. ..
Jefferson, Star .. .. .. .. .. 22/6
30/Jefferson, 41 .. ..

..
..

32/6
30/- and 32/6
37/6
Burndept .. .. ..
TERMINALS.
N.P. Medium, with holes, each 4d.
N.P. Large with holes, each .. 5d.
Bakelite Tops, each .. .. .. 5d.
Engraved, set of 8 .. .. .. 4/6
C.,

All American

y portion of our Price List R5.

VALVE RECEIVING SETS
Complete Stocks of all parta for
home construction
VALVES.
Mullard, Dry Cell Type (Hard),
Detector or Amplifier, English Socket .. .. .. .. .. 30/Ediswan, do. do., English Socket

..

.4~0...110

..

..

..

..

..

..

30/ -

Socket.. .. .. ..
.. .. 32/6
Philips Dl (Soft) Detector,
English Socket
.. .. .. 15/ Philips D2 (Hard) Amplifier,
English Socket .. ..
.
15/Philips E (Hard) Amplifier,
English Socket
.. .. .. 15/ Philips D5 (Hard) Amplifier,
American Socket.. . .. .. 15/Philips B2 (Hard) Detector or
Amplifier, American Socket, 22/6
Philips DVI Double Grid (Soft),
.. 22/6
English Socket
Philips BVI Double Grid, Dry
Cell Type (Hard), English Socket .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 35/Radiotron or Cunningham (Hard)
Detector or Amplifier, American Socket ..
.. .. .. 30/ De Forest (Hard) Detector or
Amplifier, American Socket, 30/W.D. 12 (Hard) Detector or Amplifier, Dry Coll Type, Ameri..
. 30/.
can Socket .
A.W. 99, Dry Coll Type (Hard),
.. 30/199 Socket .
WINDING WIRES (Enamel)
On 8 oz. Reels.
20g., 2/-; 22g., 2/-; 24g., 2/1 per
reel.
On 4 oz. Reels
26g., 1/3; 28g., 1/5 per reel.
DOUBLE COTTON
on Soz. reels.
22g., 2/3; 24g., 3/-; 26g., 3/3
28g., 5/-; 30g., 5/6 per reel

PANEL WIRE.

N.P., per yard ..
Square N.P. .. ..

Complete Stocks of all Radio Supplies stocked.
.

..

Marconi DE3 do. do., English

..
..

3d.
3d.

Write for Price List R5.
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STATIONS HEARD
Cecil C. Sainty, Village
Sydney

:-

High Road, Vaueluse,

U.S.A.-ICMP, 1C1B, IDA, 1PL, 2AG, 2BRB, 2ABT,
2RK, 3AU, 3A1V, 3YV, 4GA, 410, 40A, 4SB,
4.YE, SUK; 5511, 5AKN, 5CN, 5ONT, 5QY, 5ZA,
6\HW, 6_ 0I, 6AMO, 6AWT, 6AKW, 610, 6BCL,
eBIR, 6CCT, 6CGO, 6CGW, GCRX, 6CW, 6CMS,
6BUK, 6BUW, 6EKY, 6EW, 6ILY, 6L0, 6MS,
6RX, 6VC, 6X1, 7PM, 7LS, 8CPY, 9AA, 9AWT,
9AQ, 9BC.1, 9BD1V, 9BX, 9CDQ, 9CIP, 9CJ,
9CJC, 9DAW, 9DNJ, 9DQU, 9ZA, 9ZT, 9ZTW,
KGO, KDKA.
Mexico. -1B, BX.

England.-2KF.
Several other stations, either English or French,
were heard at the same time and wavelength as
G2KF, but were not readable owing to QRN and
faintness.
D. E. White, 25 Kerr's Road, Lideombe, N.S.W.
Used 3 -valve set, one r.f., detector, 1 n.f., self -constructed and mounted on wood:-

N.S.W.-Fone: 2II11, 2J8, 2RJ. I.C.W.: 2BY.
30T, 3JU,

3113,

3H11, 3BD, 313Q, 3BM,

3TM.

Queensland. -C. W.: 4A N.
South Australia.-Fone: 5DN. C.W.: 5BG.
West Australia. -Fore: 6WF.
New Zealand.-C.W.: 2AC, 2AP, 4AK, 4A0.
1!.S.1. -Pone: KGO, KDKA.
S.

L.

Thrum, 60

Orpington

Street,

Pl circuit:N.S.W.-2C11, 200, 2YA, ºHM, 2JS,

-

a.m.: g2NB.
a.m.: g2KF.
a.m.: g20D.
a.m.: g2FU.
a.m.: g2SZ.
a.m.: g2JF.
a.m.: g2NB (again).
a.m.: g2JF (again).
5.51 a.m.: gSMA.
20b was the loudest, and the other strong ones
were 2KF, 213Z, and 2FU.
He has heard several of them before, and other
Europeans heard include the following:Brlt[sh.-2LZ, 2NM, 2513, 5M0, SNP.
5.23
5.25
5.28
5.30
5.33
5.41
5.46
5.49

French.-8SSC.
Dutch. --0 LL, O NL, NSF.
Unknown.-OCDJ, GHH.

C.W.:

2GQ, 2CR. 21VS.

Victoria.-Fone: 3L0. C.W.:

Mr. W. L. Woolnough, "Callabonna," Florence
Street, Killara, N.B.W., again sends us a very good
list. He risks if this is a record. We should certainly say it is. They were all heard within half an
hour, and after sunrise. No earth was used:

lshfield.

Used one valve,

2CS, 2WS.

Queensland.--4AN, 4CM.
South Australia.-5BD, 5BF, 5AD, SAG, 5DA, 5JC.
New Zealand. -4 SA, !AC, 4AK, 4AG, 4AL, lAO,
IAA, lAG, 2AP, 2AG, 2AQ, 2AE, 3AG.
1 ictoria.-3JH,
38111, 3XF, 30T, 3EF, 3BD, 3GB,
3TM, 3BG, 3B11, 3SL, 3EN 3JU, 3X0, 3AP.
Mexico.- BU.
U.S.A. IER, 2BGT, 3ADB, 5AKN, 5Z 1I, 6AWT.
6VC, 6A0, 6EW, 6CBB, 6CGW, 6CMU, 6CSO,
SWF', 6AHP, 6AAO, 6EB, SZP, 6CNL, 601, 6CW,
6B 1C, 6BUR, 6CQL, 6CCT, 6ARY, 6WL, 6M8,
60F, 6BIP, 6CTC, 60MS, 6NX, SLJ, SAC, 6CTO,
SASE, 60D, 6WR, SOT, 6ABX, 6APW, 7L8, 7FD,
7ADF, 7ER, 9ZT, 9AB, 9CON, 9XT.

SPECIAL NOTICE.
In our issue of September 19, 1924, we published an article entitled "A Low Loss Coil Former," showing the method of winding low loss
We are now informed by the Sydney socoils.
licitors of Graham Wireless & Electric Company,
that the latter company are owners of patent No.
10477, relating to an invention for "Improvements in Inductance Coils."
It is stated that the
coils referred to are covered by patent rights and
that the publication of this article without any
mention of Graham Wireless & Electric Co's patent, might easily lead readers to believe that they
are entitled to make coils as described in this article.
It is also stated that the manufacture of
the low loss coils described in the issue of September 19 would be an infringement on the patent
rights referred to, rendering persons so infringing
to an injunction and damages.
Such is the power of radio that, while entertaining Japanese listeners, radio fans in Australia,

New Zealand, and Tasmania a recent early morning
broadcast from KGO nearly started a neighbourhood
row in Honolulu, two thousand miles from the station.
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Terminals, Contact Studs, Nuts, Screws, Etc.
an.
~,

Terminals, etc., Brass and Nickel Plated Assembled, Nut and Washer
DELIVERY FROM STOCK
SPECIAL LINES
Nickel Plated Crystal Detector for Panel Mounting, 'sewn on card.
Nickel Plated Switch Arm, Coil Holders, Plugs, Transformers.
All

the above lines chew best discounts-promote quick sales.

J. C. CANN,
Phone

16-20 Farringdon Ave., LONDON, E.C.4.

:-Holborn 535.

Price List on Application.

5

-
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WIRELESS
RADIO SETS AND REQUISITES
!

S

ARE OBTAINABLE AT LOWEST PRICES FROM
119a-123 PITT STREET. SYDNEY

WAI

ICI

S'

A

FEW DOORS FROM THE G, P.O.

25/- Operative within a radius of 25 miles.
CRYSTAL OUTFITS.. From
up to 100 miles.
ONE VALVE SETS .. From £5/10/TWO to SIX VALVE SETS From £28/0/0
.,
5000 miles.

I

IMPROVE YOUR CRYSTAL SET BY ADDING
OUR ONE VALVE AMPLIFIER-COSTING ONLY £7/7/-READY FOR CONNECTING UPIT WILL INCREASE THE VOLUME TREMENDOUSLY-AND THE RANGE UP TO 100 MILES.
OR OUR TWO VALVE AMPLIFIER AT £10/10/- COMPLETE-OPERATES A LOU)) SPEAKER
-WE SELL-

!I

The Fatuous FROST Parts and

i

I
Í

the

Sterling Sets

Fittings-MI Makes of Valves. Phones and Loud Speakers.

Loud Speakers - and Phones.
Every kind of Crystal
JUST ARRIVED: THE FAMOUS STERLING CONDENSERS AND VARIOMETERS
-

All the Latest Books and Magazine. on Wireless.
Co`s.Home Assembly Sets-Spare Parts-and Fittings.
Distributors
The United
Wireless Concerts and News, daily from 12 till 5.30 p.m.
PRICE LIST FREE.
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the negative of the A (not to the positive as shown
in the book). With this I regularly receive 2BL,
2FC,- and 3L0, and this week I have been getting
4CU, a Queensland station, using 50 and 75 turn
coils. I am writing him re the reception, as I am
wondering what wavelength he is working on. We
have solved the "A" battery problem by using
UV199 valves and Leclanche cells. Owing to the
low amperage required by the valves, we have found
that three Leclanche cells in series works one and
two valves, while four in series works three valves.
More than these we haven't yet tried out properly,
but the others have been in constant use on several
sets for the past three months and are working splendidly. Hoping the "Wireless Weekly" continunes
its good work and excellent help.-Yours faithfully,
L. O. JOHNSON,
Hon. Secretary.
C/o Public School, Dubbo.
[Editor's Note.-The list, of abbreviations was
published in "Wireless Weekly," Aug. 29th, 1924.]
w

To the Editor, "Wireless Weekly."
Dear Sires --I am one of the unfortunates-and

I trust there are not many-who are not privileged
to ask questions through the columns of your journal and obtain a reply because I have not recorded
my name as a subscriber. I use the word "unfortunate" advisedly, because for the last 12 months
or so I have not failed to procure my weekly copy
of your excellent journal. It has been said that "it
is better to be born lucky than rich." Let me assure you, first, that I am not rich. That does not
worry me. I have enough of this world',, goods to
satisfy my hunger, spend money on wireless, and at
the same time keep a roof over my head. My mis.
It
fortune, however, is the last-mentioned roof.
varies from galvanised iron to shingle, slate, and
tiles. It may one week cover a boarding-house in
which I find myself; another it may cover an hotel
in Brisbane, where I am sheltering from the elements.
Again, it is in Mossvale or Bathurst.
I sit on an
exact replica of the "wishing carpet of Bagdad,"
and know not the day nor the hour when some genie
exercises the prerogative of wishing me afield, and
hey, presto! I am there. No; I am not a "commercial," Mr. Editor. T doubt if you can claim a true
"commercial" among the ranks of amateur wireless
fiends. Yet I am as ubiquitous as one. There are
times when I sleep under my own roof for 60 days
in succession, but I know not when that may be.
So you should see that if I subscribed to your excellent journal and allowed it to be posted to me, I
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would probably never receive a copy. I hear you
murmur that l/- will righten matters. Have you,
Mr. Editor, ever tried to pay 1/- to anyone at a dis.
ranee? Yon are a busy man, so am I. To pay you
that 1/- I must first get a postal note-a nasty task
and only suitable for disciplining the office boy[
But during the day I never think Of it. I only remember when I am at home at night monkeying
about with a fivevalve set,, endeavouring to pull in
At
Jupiter or an equally absurd distant station.
that hour postal officials don't work; I refrain from

mentioning what they do during other hours; and
I cannot procure the elusive 1/- note. And what
private house in which the head has his own office
ever has 13íd. lying idle in postage stamps? I can
truthfully say my house contains not a pennyworth.
I sm given letters to post unstamped, and the junior
typiste does the rest.

Don't tell me to get "W.W." addressed to my

It would get lost amongst the other technical
journals_ which are piled up therein and only get
hasty scansion. I want "W.W." In my home at
night, and the only way I can do that and not miss
a word of an issue is to buy it wherever I may be,
and if I can. Sometimes I have to wait till I reach
Central Station on my return journey. What are
you going to do about it, Mr. Editor? I want to
know a lot about the "Beam System," but I am not
privileged to ask. Perhaps you would put one, of
your staff on the question and turn out a decent
length article for inclusion in your journal. I am
sure there are. many of your readers like myself
who would be interested.-Yours faithfully,
' " STICKYBEAB. "
office!

[Friend, your letter reduced the staff to tears,
and almost disorganised our office system for a whole
day. If you can't send stamps or a postal note,
what about a native bear or a pet kangaroo? Your
statement regarding commercials is incorrect, because we have a number of them on our mailing list.
Fire in your queries re the beam system.-Editor.]
r
To the Editor, "Wireless Weekly."
Dear Sirs-I see in last week's "Wireless Week.
ly" a question from W.B.R., Newcastle, re a set to
suit his position (being close to the power mains),
in which lie states that the ll,000, 6,600, and 2,200
volts were 25 cycles, and the 415 50 cycles. I quite
believe he thinks he is right, but I should like to
say that the 11,000, 6,600, and 2,200 are not on 25
cycles, but only _the 6,600 is. I just write this, as
T am In the Electric Light Department. and know
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what we have. I have been a reader of your paper
since I first took up wireless, and have noticed how
it has grown in size. I get it every week without
fail; IT'S GOOD. Would you kindly send me the
address of Mr. W. A. Stewart, who wrote an article
of interest to me on "`Push Pull Audio Frequency
Amplification," and obligel-Yours faithfully,
WILLIAM GARFIELD HUGHES.
Hobart Road, New Larnbton, Newcastle.
[Editor's Note.-Any writer in this paper may
be reached by addressing c/o "Wireless Weekly."]

LIGHTNING ARRESTER.
To the Editor.
Dear Sir,-"Ion's" return to the attack made
very laughable reading, and I must say that as an
effort at wit it was a success.
Although I am pleased to discuss such a subject
ander reasonable conditions, it is futile for me to
attempt it with one who repeatedly contradicts himself, and when cornered distorts his previous assertions as having a meaning different to that given.
I can only conclude that "Ion" still believes
lightning to be a superstition, and that he does not
read the daily papers as well as "Wireless Weekly."
The following extract from the "Sydney Morning
Herald" of Jan. 27th (only one of many such frequently appearing in daily papers) may be a surprise
to
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"Maitland.
"Exciting incidents occurred in the very heavy
storm that broke over the town about 6.30 o'clock
on Friday morning.

Heavy thunder and vivid lightning accompanied the storm.

"Fred Woodall, a horsedriver, received a shock
in a blinding flash which played over his horse and
harness, and which left that animal in a dazed condition for about an hour. Three council employees
engaged in street cleaning were stunned for a time,
and their *Shove:s, brooms, and scoops were knocked
horn their hands.
"At Lorn a wireless set was struck, the current
afterwards travelling down a pole and charring it.
Lightning also smashed the insulators at Mr. Wills'
residence, and all the electric globes in the house
were rendered useless.

"A breadcarter, while opening his cart
thrown back
and ran into
road. In the
eat that had
off the whole

door, was
and stunned. The horse took fright
a fence, and bread was strewn in the
same locality a resident came across a
been killed; the hair had been burnt
of its body.

"The lightning was the most severe experienced
district for a long time."

in the

Yours faithfully,

him:-

H. E. TAPLIN.
Wale....wr..mh

....emes...1.11111..1=1...~1..,..

.d~.,...
}

Repairs, Rewiring, Engraving
We have an up-to-date factory that can handle the above work assuring
absolutely only the best workmanship and minimum cost.
Headphones
loud-speakers, R.F. Transformers, etc., rewound, special low loss coils
wound, condensers adjusted, rheostats rewired, etc., in fact any work from
the construction of a simple crystal set to an eight valve super hetrodyne.
We have a first class engraving plant and will undertake work for private

1

individuals or the trade.
LET US QUOTE YOU.

BURGIN ELECTRIC CO. LTD.

LICENSED

340

KENT STREET

WIRELESS

MANUFACTURERS

AND

SUPPLIERS

turn lo the left out of King Street,

SYDNEY

...,._...._.,._.._..._._..,_,,,
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bridge, Mass.

1AJX-F.

I. McKay,

6ALD-R. T. Tuggart, 666 Mendocino,

Club, Har. Union, Cam-

1750 Northampton

Street,

Holyoke, Mass.
Mass.

1CMO-L. A. Jones, Bourne Street,

Keneebunk,

Me.
32 Clarence Street, Bridgewater, Mass.
1DA-F. Wigglesworth, Bridge Street, Manchester,

1CMP-W. E. Jackson,
Mass.
C. C.

Freisinger, 219 W.

81

St., N.Y.

City.

2BGA-C. Rigaud Jr., 2134 Amsterdan, N.Y. City.
2CJB-M. B. Downs, Pasadena Hotel, 61 St., and
Broadway, N.Y. City.
2CVJ-R. Hart, Elm Street, Hartsdale, N.Y.
2KX-R. W. Hendrickson, Jr., Littleworth Lane,
Sea Cliffe, N.J.
2MC-R. W. McMann, 380 Riverside, N.Y. City.
2PB-B. Tyler, 79 Winthrop St., Brooklyn, N.Y.
3AB-A. B. Goodall, 1824 Ingleside Terrace, Washington, D.C.
3AU-M. L. Walsh, 819 W. Lexington, Baltimore,
Md.

3AW-S.

M. Brenner, 5025 Walnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
30T-I. B. Smith, 904 Lindenwold Avenue, Amble,
Pa.
3WS-S. C. Palphreyman, 610 Highland, Palmyra,
N.J.
3YV-University of Virginia, North Avenue, Baltimore, MD.
4GA-G. H. Lehmann, 504 College St., Decatur, Ga.
4IZ-W. Moore, 339 Plant Avenue, Tampa, Fla.
4XC-B. W. Benning, 50 Whiteford St., Atlanta,

Sa.
4XE W. B. Short, 679 Spring Street, Atlanta, Ga.
5CV-J. S. Brown, 340 Lasker Street, Waco, Tex.

5EPH-No record.
5EWE-No record.
5MI-D. J. Connolly,

1022 E. 17th

Street, Birming-

ham, Ala.
5ONT-No record.

5UK-C.

227 Arroyo, San Leandre,

Cal.

1ARJ-G. B. Harper, 165 Adams St., Milton, Mass.
1CME-R. D. Kneeland, 63 Pond St., Georgetown.

2ABT-G.

Friday, February 20, 1925.

6AHW-W. Woodward,

QRA?
IAF-Harvard Wireless

WEEKLY

A. Freitag, 8520 Forshey Street, New Orleans, La.
6AC-J. W. Little, 879 47th Avenue, San Francisco, Cal.
6AG-Dr. and Mrs. A.A B. Wessels, 4015 Hill crest Drive, San Diego, Cal.

Atladena,

Cal.

6ALV-O. Zimmerman, 1926 Park Street, Alameda,
Cal.

GAMO-H.

M. Wollam, 164 E., 56th Los Angeles,

Cal.

6AVO-W. H. Phillips, 905 York Street, Vallejo,
Cal.

6BBT-K. Walton, 418 2nd Avenue, Upland, Cal.
6BCL-C. Buffum, Box 52, Pacific Groove, Cal.

6BIR-J.

E. Brandlin, 206 S Brown St., Napa,

Cal.

6BPF-W. Delph, 2503 E. 16th St., Oakland, CaL
6BUK-C. G. McGonomy, 122 S Cedar St., Clandale,
Cal.

6CFT-H.

W. Leighton, 286 E. 49th St., Los An-

geles, Cal.

6CKA-J.

D. Baker, 510
You Street, Sacramento, Cal.
6CMQ-H_ R. Whaley, 648 Columbia Avenue, Ponoma, Cal.
6CMS-W. H. Hardy, 1928 7th Avenue, Los Angeles, Cal.
GCQC-No record.
6CST-No record.
6CSW-No record.
6CTB-No record.
6CTC-No record.
6CW-H. C., Hand, San Carlos Street, Carmel
Cal.
6EKY-No record.
}
6ILY-No record.
6LO-W. E. Munford, 2018 27th St., Sacramento,

Cal.

6NX-C.

A. Simmey, 1757 Vista Del Mar Avenue,
Hollywood.
6111S-A. G. Lundeen, 1558 E. 48th Street, Los Angeles, Cal.
6MA-L. O. Fassett, 4326 Balboa Street, San.
Francisco, Cal.
6ROL-No record.
6RV-H. R. Bradford, 447 S. 12th East St., Salt
Lake City.
6XI-S. G. McMeen, 683 Los Robles Avenue, Passadena, Cal.
7DF-C. Nageta, P.O. Box 62, Thomas, Wash.

7LS-Unassigned.
8BQ-H. M. Walleze, 234 Vine St., Milton, Pa.
8GQ-R. Moore, 365 Morrison Avenue, Columbus,
O.

8WD-C. J. Jenks,

72

Clinton Avenue, North Eact

Pa.
(Continued on Page 38)
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Before you
Expend
Money on
Radio
Equipment
Consult
Anthony
Horderns'
Wireless
Experts.

C ONDENSERS
We have just landed in a shipment of Freshman -and South worth Variable Condensers; at prices which will prove

attractive.
Freshman Mercury Variable Condensers will stand up to 8000
Suitable for use in either a transvolts without arcing.
mitting or receiving circuit. Fitted with Vernier knob and dial.
.0005 and .001 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 35/- each
_

Your inspection of ' the
big display
of
everything
that is new
in the world
of Wireless,
is invited.

SOUTHWORTH
Finished in Mahogany Bakelite. An excellent piece of work.
15/0005 Plain .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
25/.0005 with Vernier .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
.001 Plain .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
17/6
28/6
.001 with Vernier .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
ENGLISH CONDENSERS.
.0005 Plain
.001

Plain

9/..

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

12/-

.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 14/Duoanode-for 2 stages R.F .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 21/Call and hear ULTRA Loud Speakers (adjustable) .. £2/15/.001 with Vernier

.

(Wireless -- Second
Floor)

Remember our motto: Quality consistent with reasonable prices.

ENQUIRIES

INVITED

FROM

COUNTRY

CUSTOMERS.

Anthony Hordern & Sons
Limited,
Rrickfeld dill, Sydney
Ph.e. City

9440.

9..

?712

G.P.n

Headquarters

:

HAYMARKET, SYDNEY

THE WORLD'S- GREATEST

SPORTS STORE

r

-

r-

il "
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NEW CIRCUITS!
Match E. R. Cullen's Announcements
A New Circuit will be portrayed

each week
EXPERIMENTS with new circuits are a source of continual
interest. In future, each of our weekly announcements in the
" Wireless Weekly' will feature a new circuit, illustrated by an
explanatory diagram. Clip them and keep them. Mr. Hamilton, our
Service Man, will gladly give fuller information if necessary.
LOOK FOR NUMBER ONE NEXT WEEK

RADIO

&

ELECTRICAL STORE,

96- Bathurst Street
'Phones: City 869

&

2596.

WIRELESS' "1VERKL'
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THE WESTON RADIO PLUG IS INSTANTLY OPERATED
BY A PRESSURE OF THE FINGERS

To Release

To Fasten

To release, hold the

To fasten, push the

plug as shown. Push

phone leads into the
openings of the plug
as shown. Positive
contact is instantly
obtained
nothing
to unscrew or put

the projecting
metal tongues and
pull at the same
time on the leads.
Requires only a
pressure of the fingers.
in

-

together.

RADIO

WESTON

ABOVE all else the Weston Plug is
simple.
There is nothing that
needs to be taken apart.
No
tools are required.
Changing from
Loud Speaker to Phones, calls for only
a pressure of the fingers and an instant of time. Contact is absolutely
positive.

PLUGS

THE same care is exercised in the
manufacture of these plugs, as in
Weston Precision Instrument.3.
Each plug is tested electrically and
mechanically before it leaves the facBeing instantly transferable,
tory.
one Weston Plug can be used in place
of two ordinary plugs.

Sales Representatives:

WARBURTON, FRANK!, LTD.
307-11 Bent Street, Sydney.

380-382 Bourke Street, Melbourne

"STA.NDARQ"THE WORLD OVER

RICA L
EL.,ECT
5-TFtLi 1EN

SOLD BY ALL RADIO

An Indicating

Instru..+ent
for
fndividuol
Ever
Need one
4y

Purposu

InOuStrial

DEALERS
.1

WIRELESS
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TELEGRAPHISTS' INSTITUTE OF
AUSTRAL kSI
79

Sir,-As

t.

Pitt St., Sydney,

12th February, 1925
(To the Editor)
you are already aware the Radio

Telegraphists' Institute recently approached the
League of Nations through the International Labour Bureau, Geneva, protesting against the attempts that were being made by rnternational
shipowners to lower the margin of safety of life
at sea provided by the International Convention
of 1914; particularly relating to Wireless Telegraph installations in- ships.
Australia has adopted the highest standard in
the world by reason that the marine wireless service" Coilducted throughout the Australasian Merchant $crvice is higher than that demanded by
Law, and -it has been so for some years.
It is to prevent the lowering -of this standard
this protest hits been made, and I have much pleasure herewith in submitting for your information,
and acknowledgement and thanks received from
the International Labour Bureau, Geneva.
I am also directed by the Radio -Telegraphists'
Institute to thank all those associations, organisations, public bodies and prominent public men, who
reposed sufficient confidence in the Institute to al- _
low us to make representation on their behalf.

f
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of Nations with the request that they should be
laid before the body competent to deal with the
matter. I have sent your statement to the League
of Nations and requested that it should also be laid
before the competent body.
Yours, etc.,
(Sgd.) ALBERT THOMAS.
RECENT N.S.W. LICENSES.

2AR-W. H. Hudson, 1 Terrace Road, Dulwich Hill.
2AV--\. W. Thurston, Argyle Road, Penshurst.
2BH-Broken Hill Technical College, Broken Hill.

2BN-F.

W. Kimpton, Brunswick Street, Ballina.
D. Campbell, Ulmarra, N.S.W.
B. Cooke, "Darlulrgh," Namoi Road, Mom -

2C1'-Dallas

2DJ-F.

man.
C.' Crmigh, 26 Spencer Road, Mosman.
2HS-Ifooker and Sturman, 42 Jersey Road, Wool -

2E('-E.

la hra.

2.1R-Joseph

2LM-Leslie
2MR-John

2WW-"
6YJ-A.
"7-J

G.

Reed, 29 Kensington_ Road, Summer

Hill.

.

.

M. Wilson,

Corran, via Marsden.

E. Stewart, Gorrick Street, Mayfield.
\Vire-less Weekly." 15 Cairo Street, Sus-

p'nsiou Bridge.
R. Sainsbury, "Kermanshah,"
Street, Concord West.

Wallnroy

6

W. Simpson, (lreendule, Duri.

Yours, etc.,
S. TOOMBS,

The Electro Link

General Secretary.
LEAGUE OF NATIONS.
International Labour Office,
Geneva, 6/1/'25.
Sir,-I have to acknowledge with thanks your
letter of 22nd October, enclosing a statement of the
point of view of the maritime organisations of Australasia, on the resolutions of the sub -committee
on ports and maritime navigation on the question
I have read this imof radio-telegraphy at sea.
portant statement with much interest.
Although, as you are aware, the revision of the
regulations relating to wireless telegraphy at sea
'is not being dealt with by the International Labour
Office, but 'a Committee of the League of Nation:.,
the International Labour Office is doing everything
in its power to obtain representation of the point
of view of the organisations of persons employed
on board ship, and it therefore welcomes your
action in sending it the observations of the Australasian organisations.
The International Labour Office has already
been in correspondence with the International Federation of Radio-telegraphists on the same subject,
and has forwarded its observations to the League

1.

with 159 Uses.
T¢ADE

MARK

CLIX SUPERSEDES
EVERY KIND OF

TERMINAL

CLIX QUICKLY
SOLVES EVERY
WIRING PROSLtM

CLIX C.mbioation PIo5Sorket La the most in5eoiooa an.1:efcient
contort ever invented.
CLIX phenomenal and wa r'.I.wlde mks are eon,Inriop proof of
their popularity andmerit.
CLIX Ilhlrtratel Leaflet de eribea many applications
CLIX are patented all over the world;

Write tor list to-day-Few Agencies still available.

AUTOVEYORS
LTD.
fan.
Eaen,re

Rapto

,

CONTRACTORS

me

82.84 VICTORIA -ST., WESTMINSTER, L0000n
Telegrams : Amover,
Sowest, London_

Trade Terma on
Application

J

..._._.,._..
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ARGENTITE CRYSTALS
i
PLAIN

KNOWN THE
WORLD
AROUND AS

AcRYSrAL

THE MOST

SENSITIVE
KNOWN

-ORIGINAL4y

/AR6ENTITERADIO

CRYSTAL

111.KeIirIJm.6i
SOLD

WITH

AN

ABSOLUTE

GUARANTEE

BY

THE

BEST

RADIO

DEALERS

.....,.,.

Australian Distributors:

WELBY RADIO CO.,

13

ROYAL ARCADE, SYDNEY.

+.

1

30s. each

..

MADE BY

..

De Forest

THE MAN WHO INVENTED BROADCASTING

DE

FOREST

VALVES

TYPE D.V.2-Takes 5 Volts at 1 Amp. on Fila.. 30/- each
ment .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
Plate Voltages, Detector .. 18-221 Volts
60-150 Volts
Plate Voltages, Amplifier
at
.06 of an Amp. on
TYPE D.V.3-Takes 3 Volts
Filament .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 30/- each
Plate Voltage, 16-221 Volts, Detector
Plate Voltage, 60-120 Volts, used as an
Amplifier:

t.

D.V.3

Filament,

D.V.2

volts Filament 5 volts
.06 amp.
.25 amp.
Both Types Fit Standard American
Socket.

i

Both Types Fit Standard American Socket.

3

(Wholesale Only)

INTERNATIONAL RADIO CO. LTD
200 Castlereagh Street Sydney, N.S.W.

,11~ ._.._..

Also at 91-93 Courtney Place, Wellington, N.Z.

..1.1.1.1.

Phone: MA 1387

1

1
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STANDARD

/

rl
do

THAT
FIRST
LOOSE
COUPLER FEELING.
Do you remember the time
you first experienced it?

WECO VALVE S
make all the difference

¡

SMALL but supreme in clearness and
long life, Wecovalves are first favourites with radio enthusiasts. Wecovalves improve the receptive qualities of
any properly constructed receiving set and
give wonderful results. They operate on
dry cells-no accumulators being necessary.
Aecooalre, actual
site. Can De sued
either as a Densefor, High FreJerency Amplifier or
L o w Freacency
Amplifier.

A Brisbane experimenter, using one Wecovalve, gets Sydney stations a B.L. and

a F.C. with ease. Others using two Wecovalves have heard K.G.O., Oakland, Cali-

fornia, U.S.A., 4 Y.A., Dunedin, s AB.,
Adelaide, and 6 W.F., Perth.

i

Stocks of Wecovalves & Sockets
Iesooalve Scalise

192..
Signed

Wholesale from-

Address

Western Electric, Company
(Austraaa Ltd

192-194

Castlereagh St., Sydney. Telephone : City

And at 588 Bourke St., Melbourne.

336, 355

Subscription Form.
Wireless Weekly,
12/16 Regent St., Sydney
To the Editor.
Please forward me for
months
Wireless Weekly, for which
I enclose
plus exchange of country I
cheque.

now available to meet all requirements

Obtainable from any radio dealer.

Almost every issue of
Wireless Weekly contains
descriptions of circuits which
bring results.
You keep in
touch with everything wireless by taking Wireless
Weekly regularly.
Why not let us mail it to
you every week? This form
will do it for you.

Annual Subscription,
post free.

and 356.

Telephones Central 8336 and 8949.

!

13/-,

WIRELESS
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es

1v0 lV Lt2 RtY dIO.

Result

al"

6 years'
experience
I

_

¡
.a

r

1S

"None but the brave"

1

Price 35/ Sole Agents for Australia and
New Zealand

Amalgamated Wireless
(Australasia) Ltd.

97 Clarence Street, Sydney

He certainly deserved what he got. Said there'd be no show and
dinner to -night. They would listen to the Wentworth Orchestra
broadcast over the Wireless, a deck-chair apiece in the cool of the
summer evening. At first he thought his decision was rather
risky-her manner being sadly disinterested, but "Brander"
The "Matched Tone" brought the
stepped into the breach.
varying items with such distinct and rich even-toned purity
the Featherweight Headband rested with such comfort on her
dainty head that her Wireless adventure proved most entertaining.
Now there is only one deck -chair occupied.
ASK YOUR DEALER FOR 3RANDES.
.

Collins Street, Melbourne

-

ztched Tone

Trade
Enquiries
Invited

TRADE MARK

:,

Radio Headphones
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252 McKinley Street, Salem.

O.

9AA-C.

T. Read, 507 W. 62nd

Street, Chicago,

Ill.

9AQ-M. Street,

807

S, 3rd Street, Champaign,

Ill.

9AWT-J. Banks,

Friday, February 20, 1925.

9DJE-A. Sodergoen,

(Continued from Page 30)

8ZG-A. J. Manning,

WEEKLY

3255 Walter Street, Maplewood,

Mo.

9AXS-O. C. Miller, R.F.M.L. Marshall, Minn.
9BHY-L. P. Megginson, 28 Orchard, Webster

1557 W. 69th Street, Chicago,

111.

W. Fowles, 4940 Botanical Avenue, St.
Louis, Mo.
9DNJ-D. E. Maxham, 720 W. Grove Street, Mishawaka, Ind.
9DQU-M. C. Spies, 1538 N. Edward Street, Decatur, -Kans.
9QW-S. B. Deindner, 13th and Willow Sts. Ottawa, Kans.
9ZTW-No record.

9DMJ-D.

Groves, Me.

9BMX-L.

W. Still, 1136 E. Seranium Street, St.
Paul, Minn.

9BX-Unassigned.
9CDQ-F. Nagel,

9CIP-F.

&

D.

621 Vine Street, Paris, Ky.
Weyerhaeuser, 480 Grand Street,

Paul, Minn.

9CJ-R. Wahlmann,

3257 Fremont Avenue, St.
Louis, Mo.
9CJC-J. C. Mosby, Jr., 425 Fairlawn, Webster
Groves, Mo.
9CPO-N. H. Schensted, Brooten, Minn.
9DAW-C. M. Braum, 3832 S. Elliott, Minneapolis,

Minn.

9DGV-F. J. Faltico,

1078 S.E., 21st

Street, Minn

MARCONI D.E.

5

VALVE AS TRANSMITTER.

An interesting "low power" transmision to
America was effected by Mr. D. B. Knock, British
6XG, on December 16th, when he established twoway communication with the American 1BHM
using as "transmitting" valve a Marconi D.E.5.
Good signals were reported by 1BHM, and messages were exchanged on 102 metres. Unfortunately
soon after contact had been established Mr. Knock's
12 -volt accumulator supplying current to the M.L.
anode converter began to run down, and communiThe actual input at 6XG
cation was cut short.
was 10 watts, with a plate voltage of 500, yielding an aerial ammeter reading of 0.4 of an ampere.

THE SPEAKER WITH
A "GOLDEN" TONE
AFTER many costly experiments to determine the type of horn which would give
unqualified satisfaction, Ediswan achieved
The clear, rich
perfection in the TELEVOX.
tone of this perfected Loud Speaker proved to
music lovers that the unique principles adopted
in its 'design were the means that eliminated
all harsh strident distortion.
TELEVOX is a product of the world renowned
This is convincing
English firm of Ediswan.
proof of its superior quality and powers.
JQsk

EDISON

Your Dealer for a Demonstration.

SWAN

58 CLARENCE ST., SYDNEY

&

ELECTRIC

368 LITTLE COLLINS ST.,

CO.
MELBOURNE

Friday, Februazy 20, 1921
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Q. F. C.
THE CUP THAT CHEERS!
111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111III II III

At Last

!

Million Points

IIII III II M 11111111111(III 1111111 IIII IIIIIIIIII 11111 lllllll 1111111111111111111

At Last !
-Million Points

We wish to draw your attention
"To all users of Q.F.C. Crystal.
that the said Crystal is patented in Australia, and so beware of imitations.
The Crystal is now packed in small cardboard cartons with guaranteed
catswhisker enclosed."
1

From all Radio Dealers.
1

1

I

i

Use Fine Catswhiskers
,11111111111111111111111,11,111111111111,,111.IIIu,n.,1111111111,1I111111,1111111111I,IIe'
0

i

Radio Supply & Accessories Co
112 OXFORD STREET, CIT Y
Phone: William 2040
Agent for Queensland :

EDGAR V. HUDSON, 55/57 Charlotte Street

Brisbane.

________..........._.m.:.
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LATEST
AND

WIRELESS CIRCUITS

The Amateur's Book
The design of the circuit has been considered
kith a view of meeting
the difficulty usually enconcountered when
structing
experimental
apparatus. Nothing better for the amateur has
been published.

Magazine Devoted
Exclusively to the
Wireless Amateur.

Published Monthly.
Subscription, 18/- per
annum, post free.

BEST
IN

WIRELESS
Distributor for Australia:

Price .. .. .. .. .. 4/6
Postage 6d. extra.

Phil RENSHAW

N.S.W. Bookstall Co.

DALTON HOUSE,

LTD.
Book=tall Corner

AT

LOWEST
PRICES
19 Barlow

Street

115 Pitt Street, Sydney

SYDNEY
PHONE
OPEN

:

M

Castlereagh and Market Sts.

Box 2816, G.P.O., Sydney.

A1133

TILL MO FRIDAY NIGHT

SYDNEY

..obu,a.ros....... }

"RADION"

-.n..~...~»

the Supreme Insulation
for Your radio receiving set
When you build your receiving set you want to use absolutely the beat
insulating material that you can get. Nothing else is quite so important. The tone and audibility of the entire set depend to a great

--

./,Ó
>w

measure upon the insulation.
Radion has proved to be the supreme wireless insulation. It is made
solely-for radio work and far excels any other material in the four
main Radio essentials namely:
1. Low Angle Phase Difference 3. High Resistivity
4. Low Absorption of Moisture.
2. Low Dielectric Content
a fifth very important characteristic-its workability.
Even the amateur with ordinary house tools can saw, drill and otherwise work Radion Panels without the slightest danger of their chipping
or cracking.
Radion Panels and Parts (dials, knobs, sockets, insulators, etc.) will
greatly improve your radio set. Don't be satisfied with inferior substitutes when you can get genuine Radion.
Look for the trade mark stamped on every piece.
International Radio Co., Ltd.,
91-92 Courtenay Pl., Wellington, N. L

Radion also has

200 Caetlereerh St. Sy no

.

.

C41
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WIRELESS

Quality Radio Goods
at Bargain Prices

i

1

I

AT

I1

i

Harringtons

i
i

i
1

I

i
1

We have a large variety of RADIO SETS
and ACCESSORIES, which were used by
us in Demonstrations last season, together
with numerous sample lines and shopsoiled goods, which we are offering at

WEEKLY
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(Continued from page 7)
ings, Bay Street, North Brighton.
On next Saturday, members of the club will
proceed to erect the largest experimental aerial in
Victoria on the top of their club rooms, the
height when finished will be about 130 feet from
the ground level. The aerial will consist of a vertical cage 12 ft. at the open end, tapering to a six
in cage at the lower end.
The members of the
club áré now building a new three valve receiver
of new design, which, if it answers to expectations,
will be equal to a normal five valve set.
A specially designed Low Loss receiver is also being
constructed.
Interested persons are asked to get
in touch with the Hon. Secretary, Mr. W. Kerr, at
241 Bay Street, North Brighton.
Phone X4861,
X6935, X2719. X1045.-R. Surridge, Publicity Officer.

i

Specially Reduced Bargain Prices
This is an exceptional opportunity to secure really High Grade Radio Goods, in-

`Important French Manufacturers Wireless
Sets, Loud Speakers, Valves, etc., want
dealers and distributors throughout
Australia.
Best quality and finish Lowest prices quoted.
Further particulars apply French Trade Commissioner, 58/60 Margaret Street, Sydney.

cluding-

RADIO
RADIO
Wireless Dealers
Supplied.

Table Cabinet and Upright Cabinet
Model Receiving Sets, of 2. 3, 4, and 5
Valves.

Only

Our new 120 page IJiustrated List of
Radio Parts now ready, showing Trade and
Retail Prices.
Copy sent on application.
COMPLETE SETS AND CZ1MPONENT

Crystal Sets-Single Coil, Spiderweb and
Cabinet Sets.
Loud Speakers, Valves,
Variable Condensers, Variometers, Knobs,
Crystal Set Parts, Variocouplers, Switches,
Rheostats, Transformers, Sockets, Potentiometers, Dials, Plugs, Insulators,
Radio Books,
Head Phones,

PARTS.
We were one of the very`irs. Wholesale
Factors of Radio, and to -day hol:. the largest stocks of Wireless Good in the British

Empire.
Staggering Prices
Huge Stocks
Get
to Know. Us
will ?ay you.
Wireless Traders order from us. We have
a large Export Department, and know how
to deal with your Indents. To prevent delay goods can be ordered through London
Merchants or if ordering direct should be
accompanied by 25 per cent. deposit,balance at Sight-Draft.
Buy from an Established House.
Please Note
Wholesale Only

-

--It

AT PRICES IN MANY CASES BELOW
COST.

-

HOBDAY BROS. LTD. (Dept. T)

Photographic and Radio Warehouse,

21, 23, 25 and 27 Great Eastern
LONDON, E.C.2

386 GEORGE STREET (near G.P.O.),

SYDNEY.
i

1~1.0.~.0.11.1.J

Street

Cables: "Yadboh," Finsquare, London.
A.B.C. 6th Edition.

k
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COL -MO
READY TO WIRE SETS
I

Genuine Radio Sets that will work

i

Our Ready -to -Wire Sets are complete with wiring diagrams.

I

i

No previous experience necessary

Í
1

to wire a COL -E0
Ready -to -Wire Set.

!

i

,ing

Wiring takes Time
$

!

and

Time is Money

DO THE JOB YOURSELF AND SAVE MONEY

OLVI LLEMOORE
WikFLL'SS SUPpIits LIMITED.

!

l0 ROWE

STREET(A)SYDNEY

.
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COL -MO LITTLE GIANT SETS

~,_
-- '

1

___,

I

®te+
,*---. -41(9"

1

i
$

One Valve Set .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. £7/10/Two Valve Set .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. £12/10/ Three Valve Set .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
£24

._
!

i

The Little Giant Sets are sold complete with all accessories, including aerial wire. The three valve Little
Giant is complete with all accessories and Loud
Speaker.

THE LITTLE GIANT ALWAYS LIVES UP TO ITS NAME.
A GIANT
IN TONAL QUALITIES, EFFICIENCY AND SIMPLICITY OF OPERATION ARE FEATURES NOT SURPASSED IN LARGER HIGHER PRICED INSTRUMENTS.

i

Col-Mo

Low

Loss

Condensers

It is interesting to note that at last a GROUNDED ROTOR.
brass plate condenser of the LOW LOSS type has been
constructed in Sydney.
The construction is entirely of
brass, having brass ends common to the Rotary plates, and
electrically connected thereto by a pig -tail connection of
brass flex.
Absolutely no body capacity effects are possible with this condenser for in addition to the earthed
end plates, the fixed plates are further screened by two
extra Rotary plates.
Designed on a straight line principle to facilitate accurate tuning.

i

COLMO LOW LOSS CONDENSERS are made in one capacity only .00025.
This obviates the necessity of a vernier, thereby reducing high frequency
.
..
16/PRICE ..
losses.
1

- Moore
Colville
Supplies, Limited

Wireless

10 tt owe Street

(Opposite

Hotel _Australia)

;Sydney

1

I
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Keenly Priced

Snifter Snaps
VALVES.
Phillips Dl, 2, 4, and 5 .. .. ..
Phillips B2 .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
De Forrest DV3 ..
Radiotron 201a .. .. .. .. .. ..
Every Tube is guaranteed to
TRANSFORMERS.
Jefferson 41 .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
Jefferson "Star" .. .. .. .. ..
PHONES.
Brandes Matched Tone (Special)
.. .. .. .
Murdoch and Pico

.. ..
.. ..

.. ..

New Stocks

14

0

20
25
25

0

0
0

..

..

25
20

0
0

26

o
6
6

22
22

UNMOUNTED COILS.
Unmounted Coils at 1/9 less than the above.
ACCUMULATORS CHARGED.
C.A.V. 40 amp. hour .. .. .. .. .. .. 58 0
Exide 40 amp. hour .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 60 0 i
I have installed a battery service station,
and am prepared to recharge all accumulators
smart service for 1/6.
Country clients kindly note that freight must
be added to all orders owing to the fineness of
prices quoted.
Radio Service Station is open from 6 a.m. to
8 p.m. Mondays to Fridays, and 6 a.m. to 1
p.m. and 4.30 p.m. to 8 p.m. Saturdays.
Expert advice available free from the Manager of my Assembly Branch, Mr. R. Shaw,
Certificated 1st Class Operator.

-a

Price's Radio Den
220 OXFORD ST., WOOLLAHE.A.
Way. 451.

"IF

YOU KNOW A BETTER
TO IT."

and Accessories

operate.

VARIABLE CONDENSERS.
16 0
Signal 43 Plate Plain .. .. .. .. ..
14 0
Signal 23 Plate Plain .. .. .. .. ..
10 0
Above. in Vernier extra .. .. .. ..
.
18 0
Ormond 43 Plate Vernier .. ..
9 0
"AFP" 43 Plate Plain, with Dial..
8 0
"AFP" 23 Plate Plain, with Dial ..
MOUNTED COILS.
19 Turns, 3/9; 25 and 35, 4/-; 50 and 75, 4/3;
100, 4/6; 150, 5/3; 200, 5/9.

i

Low - loss Sets

DEN-GO

The great public interest in
Radio will undoubtedly centre
this Winter 'on "Low -Loss"
Tuners and distance reception.
The most engrossing experiment of the year. Everyone
will be attempting to receive
"KDKA" and other distant
stations, and for this purpose "Low -Loss" sets and
parts are essential.
These
can be obtained from David
Jones' Radio Department,
tested and guaranteed.
"Low -Loss" Coils, made to
order on specifications, also
D. C. C. Wire of correct
gauges now in stock.
Two "Low -Loss"
quoted below :

parts are

"The Acme" Low -Loss
densers, .0005. Price
"The Acme" Low Transformers. Price ..
.

Con-

48/6
Loss

35/ -

DAVID JONES'
For Radio service

22 YORK ST.. SYDNEY
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The Low Loss Condenser You've been Wanting

11Th

"RELIANCE"
(1E:

Q_
i

_.
1

Here is a condenser that meets the present demand for a Low Loss
line which combines sound mechanical construction with efficiency
and reliability in operation.
It is made expressly for United Distributors Limited who thoroughly
guarantee it.
It has heavy metal end plates with minimum amount of insulating
material of high dielectric efficiency. The rotor and end plates are
grounded to eliminate "body capacity" effects.
The plates form a solid, immovable mass.
The adjustable bearings are exactly centred and without end play.
Fitted with gunmetal collars to minimise wear.
A new design of friction sleeve affords smooth
rotor action, eliminates counter weights and ensures automatic take-up of all wear.
The rigid mechanical construction eliminates the
possibility of short circuit or breaking.
The perfect vernier adjustment is obtained without the use of gear
reductions, moving with great sensitiveness the entire body of plates.
Available in all capacities, in both brass or aluminium plate, at
From 30/- to 40/ prices
SEE IT AT YOUR RADIO DEALER'S.

UNITED- DISTRIBUTORS LIMITED
72

(Wholesale only)
Clarence Street, Sydney.
592 Bourke Street, Melbourne.
and at Brisbane, Adelaide, Perth, Hobart, and Wellington.
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DO YOU LIKE TO DRAW?

Copy this Sketch and send us
your Drawing. The Competition
is being held to advertise the
Australian School of Sketching.
and is OPEN to EVERYBODY
WHO LIKES TO TRY. The only
persons net allowed to compete
are 'those who have had Sketches
purchased by a newspaper or advertiser. The Competition is confined strictly to Amateurs.

PRIZES:
1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th
6th
7th

Prize
Prize
Prize
Prise

.. .. .. ..
..
..
..
.. .. ..
.

.

. .

£10
£5
£3
£2
£1

10/.

.. .. ..
.. .. ..

Prize
Prize
to 10th Prizes..

.

..

.. 5/.

each

BEGIN NOW

8.-Sketches must be accompanied
!

Copy this sketch in pencil or pen and ink. See how well
you can do it. Sit down and try. First of all read the
Rules of the Competition.
You can draw on any paper.
Prizes will be awarded to the best drawings.
All drawings will be returned to the competitors at the
close of the competition.
DON'T MISS THIS. SOMEONE WILL WIN THE £10.
WHY NOT YOU? Send in your sketch to -day.

Rules of the Competition

1-Anyone

is eligible to compete except employees of the
Anstralian School of Sketching and Professional Artists.
2.-All sketches must be received by 18th March, 1925.
3.-Only one sketch map be submitted by each competitor.
4.-The bottom left-hand corner of the envelope should be
marked plainly, "Competition."
5.-Competitor's full name and address (with State) must
be written on the back of the drawing.
6.-Sketches must not be drawn on paper larger than Sin.

high by Bin. wide.

7.

sketches will be returned to competitors at the
close of the competition, together with a list of the
prize -winners. The Australian School of Sketching
cannot be held responsible for any sketch which may
go astray in the post.

by an entrance fee of
1/6 (one shilling and sixpence) in postal notes (please
do not send stamps or coins).
9.-Sketch and entrance fee MUST BE SENT IN THE
SAME ENVELOPE. Competitors are particularly re(ousted NOT to send their sketch in one envelope and
entrance fee under separate cover.

10.-Sketches received insufficiently stamped will not

be ac-

cepted. All packages should be sealed and bear letter
rate of postage (1)d. pert'. oz.).
11.-Competitors agree to accept the decision of the Artists
of the Australian School of Sketching as final and conclusive.
12.-The Australian School of Sketching reserves the right
to purchase any sketch submitted. Any sketches purchased will be paid for at the rate of £1/1/. (one
guinea) for each sketch.

The Australian School of
Sketching

All

(597)

LEE AVENUE,

SYDNEY

Friday, February 20, 1925.
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Non - Microphonic
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VALVES

EXPORT

Will improve your set immensely.

Take one home to -night

TRADER

Experts admit True Blues are
the best yet produced.

Indispensable to TRIIDERS
tArougAout tAe World.

The only Non-microphonic Valve in the
World.
The Bakelite Base and Silver Contact
Points prevent resistance losses.
Two to Three times longer average filament life.
They consume little current
and save their cost in battery -charging.
Cheapest in the long run
and better.
Makers of Good Sets are adopting TRUE
BLUES.
Obtainable from principal Dealers.

It

is designed to assist Overseas Traders who wish
to purchase in the British Wireless Markets, showing
them how, when, and where they may buy most economically.
Authentic reports are given of tests made
on new British Sets and Components, and information on a wide range of subjects of the utmost importance to the trader are a feature of the Editorial

-

columns.
The advertisement pages of "THE WIRELESS
EXPORT TRADER" form. an invaluable buyers'
reference guide to British Wireless Productions.

Lei

A

Take one home- to-night

us

send you

FREE SPECIMEN COPY
Forward your trade name and address to

THE WATERGATE PRESS

LTD.,

Surrey Street, Strand, London, W.C.2, England.
Publishers also of "THE WIRELESS TRADER"the T:ade -Journal of the British Wireless Industry.

Wholesale - PARSONS & WHITTEMORE LTD.
30 Market Street, Sydney.

19

Where there's \fireless there's Wireless Weekly
ANYONE

CAN

WHICH

BUY

COILS
-

ARE JUST COILS

But the expert buys only the "DIAMOND SUNFLOWER," because
1. Their inductance and sharpness of resonance touch 100 per cent., aiding long
distance results.
2. Their self -capacity is practically nil.
3. Their high -frequency resistance lowest yet obtained.
4. Loss through Dead Ends cut clean out. Windings calculated to decimal of an
inch, and all connections positive.
5. Maximum tuning possibilities obtained owing to the numerous angles available.
6. They are almost indestructible, being wound inside a robust ebonite former,
but at the same time being neat and effective in appearance.

Obtainable from','k¡3C71
Farmers Ltd., Humphries Ltd., Electricity House, Radio House, and all
High-class Retail Stores.
a

Coil against Coil, "Diamond Sunflower" comes in first every time.

Sole Agents:

GEERE

&

GRIFFITHS,

27

ERSKINE ST., SYDNEY

Agents wanted everywhere.

E
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MIMI.

K and

C

mrmimmuuunuuuuuunnuuuu

mounted on Bakelite
base with polished metal shells.

K. & C.

Sockets

They are easy to wire, and make your set easier
to assemble.

6/9
K. & C. Single V.T. or U.V.199 Sockets
K. & C. 2 -gang V.T. or U.V.199 Sockets .. 13/6
K. & C. 3 -gang V.T. or U.V.199 Sockets ... 20/K. & C. 4 -gang V.T. or U.V 199 Sockets .. 26/9
.

.

Products are genuine and carry the
Manufacturers' Guarantee.
K. & C.

Obtainable at all Dealers
1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

PACIFIC ELECTRIC Co.
LIMITED
87

CLARENCE STREET,
SYDNEY.

Phone

B 5891

SOLE

AUSTRALIAN DISTRIBUTORS

WIRELESS

Reasons why you
will be satisfied with
this Transformer

\ /4
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In the construction of an all -Australian -made low -frequency transformer, Amalgamated Wireless have spared
no effort to produce a thoroughly efficient instrument.
Each AWA Transformer is subject to a 1000 volts
insulation test between windings and casing, and between the windings themselves ; any one not giving
infinity reading is rejected. Low self-capacity and the
special arrangement of primary and secondary coils,
gives uniform amplification over the whole band of
useful frequencies.
It is an ideal Transformer for low loss work.
Automatic -machine wound, the windings are standard;
inductance values are measured on individual transformers, and each one is tested against standard for
signal strength. Both windings are covered by an
non -hygroscopic varnish, giving absolute
protection against atmospheric humidity. A compara-

It's an

----

WEEKLY

Amyl

4.!

of turns to bring the natural frequency of the windings
above the audibility range, preventing "blasting."
Made in two standard ratios -5-1 and 31.1.
Price, with polished black finish ..
3O

......

Also supplied with a polished nickel finish.
Price ..
.

2

32

-

Made in Australia by

amatea t, Wi rele s s
1

.......,..

(Ausira

asia) id.

.
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Run-down .Batteries need not be the reason for missing any
broadcast programmes. There is no excuse for allowing your
Ba tt ery t o run down
and spoi t thea evenrng' s
d
= _.."fir
TheTU N G A R doesn't cost much, and it charges the starting
'1' 111
'
and lighting battery in your Automobile also.
y
.
17e
i
TheTUNGAR Battery Charger makes it a simple matter to
keep your Storage Battery tuned up. With it you can recharge
your Battery at home and at little cost.
The owner of a Radio Outfit does not care to have an inactive station. He may miss some long-awaited concert or a
talk by some famous speaker, yer
those pleasures if his
Battery ii too weak to give t__ _ ..__.n to the receiving. With.
out aTUNGAR he is obliged to disconnect the Battery, which
,must then be brought to some service station.
Most Batteriesare too heavy to be easily carried out.
Under these circumstances it is often seyerai
days before the charging is done. All this time he
is missing many programmes which are daily becoming more popular and of higher grade. This situa thin arises frequently and more
often in proportion to his activities in Radio.
ATU N GA R does away with all these troubles at very slight expense.
Send for our new TUNGAR Booklet ET for Radio work. It will explain the simplicity of the TUNGAR
T

rr

WENTWORTH AV.

,J

Audrulin n General bed rie@[tcl

SYDNEY

C/r. Queen and Little Collins Streets, Melbourne.
Box 487, G.P.O. Brisbane
Box 8, G.P.O., Newcastle West.
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